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Each day during dlis holiday
shopping season more dian
40,000 people parade
across dlese tile noors.
Each day dley spend more
lIIan a milHon dollars. And
each day lIIey return to a
six-acre concrete beast so
ubiquitous lIIat it has come
to be known only as...
See page 6.
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Mc8attle brewing.
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Barroom theater.
Seepage 11

Barcelona sends her artists.
See page 19
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TREK'SOO $279

packaging!

Buy food in

TREK' 950 $569

Suntour XCE equ'ipped

American Technology
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155 Brackett St .• Portland. ME 04102 • (207)772-4937
MON - FRI9-8PM· SAT 9-6PM • SUN 12-5PM

PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES

<!:ELDHelmets

Spectrum $»:00

MONTREAL NEW YEAR'S TRIP

Sat. - Mon., Dec. 30 - Jan. 1 • ~Z.'i4/Del"SOlll_
• Two nights at Monlreal's finest hotel, the

RITZ-CARLTON!
• New Year's dinner and party at Old Munich
Restaurant. with live Bavarian Orcheslra.
• Sightseeing tour and a second meal in Monlreal.
• High mass at NOire-Dame Basilica, .= __~., .....
morning (optional).
• Round-trip Iransportation from Portland
luxury motorcoach. ~

GREAT

BOOKS
RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BOOKSTORE

Gift Wrapping Available
Open 7 Days
Thurs. & Fri. until 9 pm

555 Congress St
761-3930
Free Parking at
Gateway Garage

Ther will be only 11 days
remaining this year when
CBW's last issue of the
80's hits the streets
December 21.
In that issue, the Calendar
and Listings will cover the
period from December 21
through January 4.

Jr. I.. Adult Packages
Guaranteed Junior Trade-Ins
Rentals

Hamburg/or shakes up packaging debate

McDonald's fights Freeport foam ban
The HamburgIar made off with McDonald's
polystyrene foam sandwich boxes, but not until
Ronald's la wyers had juggled their best recycling
arguments before the Freeport Town Council. But
in spite of last-minute pleas made before a workshop session of the council on Dec. 12, the Freeport McDonald's will be forced to comply with a
new law banning polystyrene foam in that town
beginning January 1.

797-8688

The deadline for Calendar
and Listings items is
Friday. December 15 at
12 noon. All information
should be sent to Ann
Sitomer, Casco Bay
Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, 04102
Too late for the U.S. Mail?
Call 775-6601.
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TREK'S50 $409

A Great City Bike
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Again, a plastic recycler in Leominster, Mass.,
where it is processed into little beads that can be
formed into stuff like combs, coathangers, cassette tape cases, scouring sponges, plastic lumber,
and even McDonalds food trays.
McDonald's already pats itself on the back for
a myriad of other half-baked recycling efforts.
Mona Yarnell, marketing supervisor with
McDonald's in Boston, said that McDonald's is
one of the largest retail users of recycled paper in
A no foam town
the U.S., making napkins, Happy Meal boxes,
Last July the Freeport Town Council decided take-<>ut drink trays and tray liners out of it. She
to require businesses to find an alternative to thinks that since polystyrene foam is as recyclable
polystyrene foam by
as rigid polystyrene, it
Jan. 1, 1990.
should not be bullied
The ordinance grew
by environmentalists.
out of a campaign by a
But neither the envihandful of elementary
ronmentalists nor the
school kids last spring.
waste management
Bridget Sulli van-Stepeople are buying that
vens, nine years old,
shake.
learned at school that the
"Recycling poly styozone layer was deterene is a public relations
riorating. Bridget got
response, an attempt to
worried, and the worry
head off polystyrene
didn't go away after
bans," said Jeff Mann,
school. "She was worchair of the Bath Area
ried that she would have
Waste Reduction Comto live underground or
mittee. "You're only
the world would get so
slowing the process of
hot it would explode,"
the plastic making it
said Kathleen Sullivan,
into the landfill by a
her mother.
little bit," he said. Like
When
Bridget
other polystyrene bashlearned that both proers, Mann thinks that it
ducingand incinerating
is wasteful to use petropolystyrene foam deleum on packaging that
plete the ozone layer,
has a useful life measCBW(fonu Harbtrt
she got a bunch of likeured in the seconds or
minded classmates tominutes it travels from
The Freeport McDonald's has already
gether and they took
begun collecting polystyrene, In spite of the counter to a diner's
their concerns to the
table.
the pending ban on foam contalnen.
Freeport council. The
"Ourcommitmentis
group called themselves
to fresh, hot food," said
Concerned About Kids'
Yarnell. When the FreeEnvironment (CAKE). The concern they brought port McDonald's is forced to give up polystyrene
to the council led to the polystyrene foam ban, an foam, it will use recycled paper coated in plastic
ordinance approved by all seven of the town and / or foil. Because the two materials cannot be
council members.
separated, the stuff can't be recycled again. Said
The ordinance bans polystyrene foam, the air- Yarnell: "Paper packaging needs to be coated to
blown plastic often referred to as "Styrofoam," keep food hot."
although that is only one of many trademark and
McLawyers and McExecutives agree that their
generic names under which it is manufactured. coated papers are not recyclable. They argue that
Rigid polystyrene plastic is not affected by the the recyclable polystyrene foam is the lesser of
new law. At McDonald's and many other fast- two packaging evils. But they do not seem interfood establishments, drink lids, cutlery, sundae ested in finding solutions other than these carecups, and salad containers are made of rigid poly- fully presented evils.
styrene. According to Freeport Recycling Center
director Cynthia Strout, most Freeport businesses Hamburglar stili on the run
have had little difficulty weaning themselves off
The Freeport McDonald's has never grimaced
polystyrene foam.
from controversy. When the McDonald's first
wanted to build a restaurant on Maine Street
Recycling red herring
seven years ago, it was forced to renovate an
McDonald's opposed the ban last summer and existing building instead of erecting a "regular"
continued to oppose it even after the Dec 12 McDonald's, could have only a small sign instead
workshop. The international burger chain is con- of huge golden arches and couldn't have a drivecerned that the Freeport ban could become a through window. McDonald's took the town of
national trend.
Freeport to court on the drive-through window
So, this month, just prior the ban taking effect, issue, but lost the battle.
the Freeport McDonald's became one of 450
And the fight to keep using polystyrene foam
McDonald's nationwide to hop on the recycling looks like a losing battle for the Freeport
bandwagon. After wolfing down fast food, McDonald's as well. Someday they might even
McDiners are instructed to put all of their plastic have to resort to something as radical as the
garbage in one barrel and all their other garbage re~sable plate.
in another barrel. The plastic ends up at Plastics
AndyNtwmQn
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THE WEEK IN BRIEF:
Ponying up for liquor licences

Image~

Gortex

QUALITY FILM DEVELOPING

FREE FILM pius
FREE EXTRA PRINTS

Watery cruise missile demands

Lobsters bound for Fish Exchange
Lobsters will be sold at the Portland Fish Exchange as soon as
early January. Casco Bay lobstermen have fought to get into the
Fish Exchange, claiming it ~uld help them fetch better prices
and help the financially floundering exchange stay afloat.
Alan Caron, a consultant for a group of locallobstermen, said
that the exchange will sell 5,000-10,000 pounds of lobsters in
January and may grow to sell up to 100,000 pounds of the
crustaceans by April. Caron said that the exchange will ensure
fairer prices and act as a "barometer" of market price. "If the
exchange price is low, the lobstermen will know it's market driven
and not just a concoction coming out of the back room of a lobster
dealer," Caron said .

Warren short changes Westbrook
S.D. Warren Paper Co. is refusing to pay property taxes and the
City of Westbrook may be forced to borrow money and cut
programs.
When the city assessed Warren's value at $183.1 million last
year, the paper company hired an Oregon consultant to reasses
the property. Warren then vowed to pay taxes based on the consultant's $156.8 million estimate, forking over $5.5 million instead
of $6.4 million.
But Westbrook counted on that $917,000 when it planned this
year's budget. Peter Eckel, administrative assistant to the mayor,
said the city is considering cuts in its school and city budgets and
taking out a short-term loan to weather the shortfall. Eckel said a
legal battle with Westbrook's largest taxpayer would be prohibitively expenSive, and putting a lien against the mill wouldn't
work either. "We don't want to own a paper mill," he said.

WEIRD NEWS:

T1DDD $99
Medalist HOOD
magnetiC $149

Rhode Gear Bags
40% OFF

Portland may raise liquor license fees by 40 percent in order to
pay for two additional police officers to respond to calls at bars at
night. But at a Dec. 8 hearing before the public safety committee,
bar and restaurant owners said the increase could drive them to
drink. "I'm not going to take it anymore," said Frank Pierobello,
owner of the Brass Rail Cafe, "There's going to Qe a tea party."
According to the Portland Police Department, disturbances at
bars and restaurants account for 2.4 percent of all calls and are on
the increase. For restaurants and bars with full liquor licenses, a
40 percent increase WOUld. mean an additional $600 a year. That
could generate around $58,000, enough to pay additional officers,
said committee chairperson Linda Abromson.
Bu t the 50 bar and restaurant owners gathered at the hearing
said it isn't fair that they should have to foot the bill for increased
police protection. Steven Micheletti, owner of Raphael's asked,"lf
you had a rashofbank robberies, would you assess banks a higher
fee?"
The public safety committee will make a recommendation on
the increase to the council in January.

Governor John McKernan and Maine's four members of Congress told the Secretary of the N~vy, H. Lawrence Garrett III, that
Mainers don't want Tomahawk cruise missiles tested over MaIne.
A referendum question passed by Maine voters on Nov. 7 required McKernan to convey that message, and he did .
But McKernan watered down his message to the Navy by
asking them to test only in winter, according to Peter Wilk. "We
find that totally unacceptable," said Wilk, a spokesperson for the
Coalition for the Cruise Missile Referendum. He added that the
Navy has only tested the missiles in the winter anyway, and said
the coalition will now pressure McKernan and the delegation to
schedule a meeting with President Bush.
'

Blackburn
Trackstand $129
Blackburn
Mag Stand $169
Medalist

ALL TUBES
3 for $5.99
PROI=I&S Aero II's

As low as $6lH5

Covers

every day of the week with

~BIG

DEAL!

Free film available only on 35mm and 110 orders.

Don't forget to stock up on film for the holidaysl
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

CONVENIENT HOURS:

30 City Center

71 U.s. Route I

Portland

Scarborough

Mon - Frl 7:30 - 6:00
Sat 9:00 - 1:00

772-7296

883-7363
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Celebrate the First Night of the
Nineteen Nineties!
Super Stors, Rising Stors, Rood
Roce, Masquerade Boll, Moine
Folk Traditions. Cartoon Art
and Fireworks!
Noon to Midnight on
December ll.

RolJlnd Sweet/AlterNe!

events!
• Adults, $Z50 in advance.
$9.00 on December 31.
Kids and seniors, $3.00.
• Buttons available Dec. 150t
most Shop'n So"" Supermarkets, One City Center and
Portland Wine' and Cheese.
• For Visa and MasterCard
orders or information,

coli 772-9012.
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Antique Maps and Prints

"A Miami jury awarded Joseph Climpson $440,000 after the
36-year-old roofer was shot twice by a grocery store security
guard in a dispute over a 1O-cent lime. Climpson bought 10 limes
for$l, but when he left the store hecounted only nine. He returned
to the store and argued with the clerk, who insisted there had been
10 limes. Climpson disagreed, then took another lime and walked
out of the store. Security guard Hugo Salazar followed Climpson
outside, unholstered his gun and fired twice, hittingClimpson in
the arm and side.

WIND TRAINERS

CHROMA
305 Commercial Street
9-5:30 Monday-Friday, 10-5 Saturday
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What a
great
idea!
Holiday
Gift
Baskets

from Maine sLargest 13icyde Sfiop -1\flin6ow

%990'S Bikes

The Gift That Fits

With a great sigh of relief, 1 discovered I wasn't
the only one offended by the Portland-Bashers
questionnaire. H you had received a similar piece
inquiring after the daily consumption of watermelon by black people, I'm sure you would have
realized the malignant stereotype involved. The
middle class "progressive" has this ironic myopia
when it comes to white, rural poor. I don't understand why terms like "beans," "rednecks" and

"crackers" are any less offensive than racial slurs.
When lcalled your office, you seem to be wavering
between confusion and chagrin. I hope you have
resolved your confusion. It is the difference between slo~eers genuine humanity.

nrL- 2. --.1kPrv?john
d- ,
M. Flagler'
Portland

US:
PUBLISHER Gary Santaniello
EDnOR Monte Paulsen

Economy size is no bargain
It is distressing to realize that the average product costs more per unit when it comes in the larger
"economy size" package. Check out unit prices in
your local grocery, e.g., tuna, laundry soap, toothpaste,etc., and be appalled to learn that more packaging costs less.

There oughta be a law!

G\FT

CERZJ~~~t~

..

337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine - 207-773-6601
Huge Inventory, expert fitting. maJk>rder nationwide, complete repair .ervlce.

"Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear"

f/ e t
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This Winter ....• t

the

Howard Johnson Hot e I
675 Main Street

South
Join Our Swim Club!
Call or stop
oday for
eta i I s

Portland

~

775·5343

Mountain
Mystic Centet:
a non-profit, nonsectarian
educational organization for the"-----development of body, mind & spirit.
Store & Resource Center
Books, Music, Drums & Incense from various
Native American & Earth Wisdom traditions

Martial Arts Program

Based on the principles of the enlightened warrior.
Reduced fees for couples & families .
Huna Gatherings
Held the 2nd Wednesday evening of the month at

7p.m., fee-donation.

81 Ocean St., So. Portland, ME 04106
(207) 767·4707/2349

or You still consider "stuck in the '60s" an operative concept.
or You still use terms like "operative concept."
or (Men) You're still trying to prove to women
that you're not a sexist even though women who
care probably can' t be convinced.
or You still consider your investments a worthy
topic of conversation.
or You still use one of those dopey coffee pots
with the plunger that forces the grinds down
through the water yielding a weak, gritty, lukewarm cup of coffee.
or You still consider pasta a worthy topic of
conversation.
or You're still keeping an open mind on channeling, and the magical powers of crystals.
or You still entertain guests with videos of your
childbirth.
or You still call old rock 'n' roll "oldies."
or You still haven't noticed that the best parts of
Paul Simon's albums are always the stuff he "borrows" from other people's cultures.
or You still work on your relationship.
or You still think disciplining your child will
injure his/her self esteem.
or Despite the deficit, the homeless and the Japanese conquest of the world, you still think the
Republicans are good for the economy.
or Despite Chernobyl, the Alaskan oil spill and
ozone depletion, you still think environmentalists
are kind of silly.
or Your vocabulary still includes computer and
military jargon for things that have nothing to do

TREK USA
Uncompromising
quality at competi live prices for real
mountain bike
performance.

Trek 830 • Now $369.00
Enl'1.'evel off road 2erformance!

Wind Trainers
MagtUftlo _. $1 . . NOW $169.00
Fan Trainer .... Stu NOW $149.00

Mlnoura,_ _ .....1_NOW$1.9.00

'.C /eats: Look, Avla, and Specialized
starting at $29.00
,. P,ofile Aero Sars. built lor SPEED!
,.Helmets: 8ell and Specialized· The
8EST price anywhere. guaranteed!

RAINBOW CYCLES

Trek 950 • Now $569.00

Delivery
Available!

full line of re-placement lenses and nose
pieces. Perfect for skiing, cycling, sports
and lelsure.Hottest Sports glasses going!

- -.......r 1225

Center Street, Auburn, ME 207 784·7576

AnnSitomer

~q~~

Andy Newman

Deborah Firestone
Portland

PHOTOGRAPHS
Tonee Harbert

IUUSTUTIOHS

PRODUCTION MANAGER

THEIRS:
In two weeks this decade will be over, which
means it's time to take a look at ourselves and make
sure none of us are stuck in the '80s.
People do get stuck in decades, often unaware
the world has gone on without them: aging men
with bald spots and ponytails, and middle-aged
earth mothers.
Then there's George Bush, whose entire foreign
policy is stuck in the '40s.
Being stuck in a decade can discredit a person,
especially in a society like ours that equates newer
with better and reduces even the heaviest political
issues to matters of style. There are people who
profess indifference to the environment fomo other
reason than their perception that environmentalists are "stuck in the '60s," as are, presumably,
peace activists and feminists.
So, if you don't want to be an embarrassment to
your loved ones, an object of ridicule to your enemies, and an object of pity to strangers, then get
with the times.
You know you're stuck in the '80s if:

The hottest new
line 01 Home Fit·
ness equipment is
In: The Tunturi
line! 8uilt strong
to take what you
can give It! Looks
and works great!
Comes completely
assembled with
our perlo""ance
guarantee.

line of

I I!> Blades, Razors,
I!> Frog Skins, and

NEWS & UPDAnS

Elissa Cemger

PRODUCTION

!J Stuck in the eighties

• Comfortable sandals,
~
clogs and shoes for someone you love.
J
• Come and see our unique collection of jewelry! I

V,,~

Only $279.00

Price Too Low To Mention!

Heart Monitors Starting at $99.00

Gilt Ideas!
~ ~Complete

Assembled as
shown . now

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

TokiOshima

i

In Stock & Ready
To GO ! Comes
with FREE bottle
and cage !

~ off road mountain bike!

'GREAT

Executive
Ergometer

TUIVTURI'"

This space is for opinicms. Your
views are here, and sometimes ours.
Please be brief when you write, and
please include a phone number
(which will not be published) so
that we can verify your letter.
Send your VIEWS to: VIEWS,
Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark SI.,
Portland, ME . 04102 .

Cycles!

NEW Home
Fitness Center!

Are In!

White racism

Portland. 7'13-868.

GIVE THE GIFT of HEALTH

\

YOURS:

Sally Braphy

CIRCULAnON MANAGER

with computers or the militaIy (i.e., '1 think we
should access a good resource so we can get some
input on our patenting strategies.")
... You still cling to tired, worn-out, unexamined, right-wing presumptions, such. as: liberals
base their thinkingon tired, worn out, unexamined
liberal presumptions.
or You still think George Will and William F.
Buckley are original thinkers.
or You still wear clothes that advertise products,
including the name of the designer.
or Your car still has vanity plates.
or You still drink Perrier.
or (Women) You still start sentences with, '1'm
not really a feminist, but. .. "
or You still consider your cholesterol level and
blood pressure worthy topics of conversation.
or You still haven't noticed that opening up
about your feelings isn't really such a good idea
after all, that not opening up about your feelings is
one of the things that defines rational, civilized
behavior.
or You still think Reagan made America strong
and proud again by conquering Grenada.
or You still think rock videos are an exciting new
art form.
orYoustillthinkChevyChasemoviesarefunny.
or You still consider your renunciation of drugs
a worthy topic of conversation. '
or You still think the English Royal Family is
interesting.
The '80s fascination with the English Royal
Family is a good place as any to finish because it is
symbolic of the spirit of the decade. This spirit involves not only the embracing of shallow, parasitic,
useless, boring, even stuffy pretenses, and the rejection of concern with things that really matter,
such as the fate of one's fellow human beings and
of the envirorunent that nurtures us all. It involves,
as well, a clear, conscious awareness that that's
what's going on, a celebration of vapidity as though
vapidity were a virtue, its primary virtue being that
it is not "stuck in the '60s." We equate shallowness
and cynicism with maturity.
One fears to hope that things will change. Don't
let the peace symbols on high school kids' T-shirts
fool you, those are fashion, not political statements.
Butmaybe, if all goes well, the rightist turnofthe
'80s, withitsshallowness,seIf-absorption,and tacky
materialism, this pandemic corruption of the soul,
will succumb to what, in America, is the worst
offense of all- being out of style.

Diane DesMarais

CIRCULATION
Lori Austill, Elk Rosenberg
Dan Tonini, PA Trisha

Press/AlIerNet

r------------------------CELEBRATEwtthCHRISTMAS
SOUND ALTERNATIVES
GIFT CERTIFICATE DISCOUNTS WITH THIS AD!!!
$1.00 OFF a Gift Certificate
$5.00 OFF a $30 Gift Certificate

DISPlAY ADVERTISING
Suzanne Delorme, Annie Lewis,
HoUyLynn

CWSIFIED ADVERTISING
Mark Kelleher

CONTRIBUTORS Lynda Barry,

RUBY'S CHOICE
116 FREE STREET

present ...

"The Holiday
Dine & Dance
~" ·tt
t
a . ema tves~ 207/774-4446
Special"
------------------------·c · - --;::1---I -~' r.. CJO'U,nf;;f;.J-~
_ _
.
_ )

.

-~
_-.-

402 Forest Ave.
Portland,
ME
(across (rom
Tn·State Auto)

Bring your appetite to

OFfKE MANAGER
Robyn Barnes

9-GAJUl'~
~**HAPPY **/:;.~oro(

*t;

RUBY'S CHOICE get a
$1.00 OFF any regular size entree!
Then, shuffle over to

ZOOTZ DANCE CLUB
$1.00 OFF

get

the cover charge!
Bring this coupon. Valid Tues.

HOLIDAYS!

Kathy Carem, Brenda Chandler,
Mary Lea CrllW/ey,

NEW RELEASE

Hannah Holmes, Sherry Miller,
Leslie Morison, Kelly Nelson,
Mike Quinn, Oem Rubin,
Morgan Shepard, Thomas A. Verde

ru'£nne ot vonlea

WCO BAY WEEKLY is an
instrument of community understanding. Every Thursday, Casco
Bay Weekly distributes 20,000
papers free of charge - limited to
one copy per reader. No person
may take more than one of each
issue willwut the permission of
Casco Bay Weekly.

ADDITIONAL COPIES of the current
issue and/or some back issues may be
purchased for $1 each at the Casco

Bay Weekly office. Domestic subscriptions are mtliled 3rd c/ass and
are $36/ye1lT, payable in advance.

MOGUL MEDIA. INC. publishes
Casco Bay Weekly. Entire ~emtents
(l;) 1989 by Mogul Media, Inc.

WCO BAY WEEKLY
117 (WK STREET
PORIUND,.04102
2077756601
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
Fabulous Food • Man!aritas

from south of the border

from out Of this world

OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to frio
242 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444
TiD Juan's CONCORD, NH

• Margarita's ORONO, ME

VIDEOPORT
Lower Lobby I J tJtz.,~ -lif...Ot-n'Zt.151 Middle 8t. 1.10 ll'I(J'4"'-~..,..
773-1999
Old Port
OPEN EVERY' DAY 10 TO 10

Casco Bay Weekly is a
Vanguard

5

member of the Association of
Alterna1ive Newsweeklies
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Photo essay by Tonee Harbert
Story by Thoml1s A . Verde

The Maine Mall is the biggest mall in the state, one of
the biggest in New England. It's so big that sometime after
it was built back in '71, most people around here quit calling it liThe Maine Mall."
They just call it ''The Mall." And so it is. The one. Unique.
The Mall is a 1,200,000-square-foot indoor "town
square" that attracts 40,000 shoppers a day from Maine,
New Hampshire and beyond.
The Mall has also attracted dozens of piggy-back minimalls, which cling to the traffic it generates like sucklings to
a sow. Together with these siblings, The Mall has boosted
South Portland's annual taxable sales to more than a halfbillion dollars during each of the last few years.
But it is also not unique:
It is just like any other mall owned by a Massachusetts
firm. It is just like any other mall decorated by the San Francisco firm hired to design and put up the Christmas decorations. It is clean, climate controlled, and it smells of new
clothes and junk food .
It sounds of Musak: six hours of endlessly repeating
Christmas remakes this month, one for each of the six acres
of asphalt that surround this concrete beast and it's 6,456
parking spaces. Its 135 stores, like those at any other mall,
will take i n up to 25 percent of their annual receipts during
the holiday shopping season.
This month there is a Santa Claus installed. Like the Pied
Piper, he brings the swelling crowds of kids and their parents. And they, shuffling across the vast tiled floor with
their various bags, are what makes the mall The Mall .
... whlle other celebrities greet the shoppers.

. . ."
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The Icons of Christmas are displayed everywhere. They reinforce the common belief that something special Is happening In The Mall.

,
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What a shopper's Christmas morning could look like.

---

--

---

Decorations, arranged by a San Francisco firm, are also on display.

Even producu not sold In

Mall are on
... and Anna Forcier returned to her home In Biddeford with something for everyone.

Want to leave a
lasting impression
this Christmas?
Give a

Gift Certificate
for lessons or
accessories from

Portland's #1
Music Teaching
Facility!

.~4·~

~BOOKS

633 Forest Avenue
Portland • 773-3444
mon - fri 11 am - 8pm
sat gam - 2pm

Mouth watering baked from
scratch breads and pastries freshly prepared soups, stews,
salads, sandwiches, and light
dinner specials - how can you
resist? r---::---....,

146 Ocean St., SouLh Ponland
Tel. 799-SAVE

Used & Out-or-Print Books
We buy books, too.
Tue. to Fri. ll-S, Sat. 12-4
Other times by chance ...

JUST ARRIVED

"POLAREXPRESS'~

Guitar & Drum
Workshop

Open dally for breakfast
lunch and dinner.

Hand carved
in the Erz Mountains.
Available only at
the Museum Shop.

".

The Museum Shop ...
where you'll find
something special.

Stop in for a few minutes,
or browse for hours.
Enjoy!

Introducing the
POitmanteau

432 FORE STREET
773-6499

cY!u1i1ttl6ultfJ!U
In C<'lebraliun or
uur len veJI1i in
busin~. ~e ~ ill be
slio~ '"~ a wry

[,ORT! AND MUSl U:\1

or

ARl

UlliecUon. ~~'Ii Item
in lhis mll(~11()n ~ill
• Ix' limit!'ll tI. only
I"rlw PII'f('S of a
slvlr. and "ill hmr a
tag nllml'<'rl'fl anel
signer! hy lhr
in<lilidual maker
Italian Talx'slry l('Sts
1L.111ao Tapestry Parkas
1t,1lian TaiX"1rl HaL.s
Iwllan Tapt'Slry \\ aistpaks
"" iN'lI)

Ioj,

FOURNIER'S OLYMPIC KARATE CENTER
5 Bishop St., Portland (at Morrill's Corner) • Call 797 -9000

Give your child a gift of self-confidence,
self-defense, self-esteem and self-discipline!
• Sensei Tony Fournier - 3 time National AAU Fighting &
Forms Champion -17 years in Shoto Kan Karate
• Men - Women - Children • Visitors Welcome
$39.951 Month Trial Program
Includes free uniform and 2 private lessons

sl~~'ialliolidal

. . And o.ther 'k .
' ChrisVanA.llsburg
. . . ·Childrens books '
$11.95

Tl(pPlOlL PE'j{{jl1 1'J,[

fantastic perfumes
necklaces! earrings ! pins! bolos
great stuff and lots more
also open sunday 12-4 pm

GRAND OPENING

OF KITCHEN

l '·Stl(;'",'

~1/'"

Serving Lunch/Dinner
CONTEMPORARY GLASS
20 MILK I!ITREET / 2 07772· 9072
PORTLAND MAINE 04101

Sun-Thurs 11:30 am -10 pm
Fri·Sat 11:30 am - 8:30 pm
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100%

Swedish Army Long
Overcoat - Grey
with Brass Lapel Insignias
(Men's & Ladies' sizes)

_...~~~~i.

~4£W:-'

Pea Coats - Navy Blue

$12. 95 _ $49.95
Swiss Army Grey Ladies $18. 96
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fabulous vintage and
contemporary
jewelry
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,,-:,,: ;'. 8 EXCHANGE STRE£. r

7 moulton street, old port, 761.4681
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FRAMING
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Michele A. Caron
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Elliott Healy
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Audubons
Winslow Homer Woodcuts
Nicholson Woodblocks
Botanicals

•
•
•
•

\,. " '"" ' y

Oil Paintings
Watercolors
Etchings
Edward's Birds

~'

. ;. . . .

.' ....

&

,F

82 Exdwlge St.
Pordud, MAine

772-2773
open
6:30ol,m,-6:30 p,m.
TAKfOllTOR
SIT DOIo'.N

EST ATE

JEW E L R Y

: i'

.• '.' . ,'' '.• : ,.i

'-

'

" ' . ..'

Old Port Emporium

,?

· ',.:,

Lovely antiques.
Wonderful prices. Browsers welcome.
Mon - Sal. 10· 5, Thurs.

1O~7, Sun. 12-4

. ..

~. :,;. ~ ; . •

Fox Horns

:
:.. , . :. ; '.
~... ~... ;: ..;

~

SERVING BREAKFAST.
WNOl ~ DINNER

Anchor
Pen Holder

$6.95

'.' .' . ; . I

,-'~.~:,',~"..
·

$2. 95

MASSAGE SPECIALS 'TIL CHRISTMAS
Gift Certificates Available
• NO INITIATION FEE· FREEZE POUCY AVAIlABLE '12Xt2 JACUZZI.
NAUnwS CENTER. AEROBICS' SAUNAS· STEAMAOOMS • 3 TANNING

BOOTHS' UFECYCLES • STAIRMASTER ' ROWING ERGOMETffi •
• SELF DEFENSE COURSES' MASSAGE THERAPY,

••

•
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~Jt ..... : .f. ....
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Ship In
Bottle

$2,95

$9.95

Cribbage
Board

Folk Art
Shorebirds

$14.95

$10.95 & up

Window Candle
Light (Brass)

$6. 95

"Bluenose"
Ship Models
$99 & up
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10 Exchange St., Portland 772·5119
Holiday Hours· Mon·Sat 1()"'9. Sun 12-5
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SOUPS' SANDWICHES· SALADS
"A Healthy Alternalive"
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Wind Related JYeeds
Give a loved one
a kite for the holidays
and watch
their spirits soar!
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For All Ye
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164 Middle St.• Old Port. 874-6980
Next to The Oyster Club
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" For Ihal exira special gifl "
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Wharf Street. Old Port
871·0035
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Classic Impressions

" • •I,t

"

416 Fore St. • Old Port. 774·454Z 1 t; • .' . ,:
~.' :\ .' . 1
Open 1 am - 1 pm
r. ~ .' :: . '.
L!~~~~~~~!!~~~~~~ ".".j
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
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The other nightI attended a play being produced at
Bill Carpenter left the stage and almost immedithe Tree Cafe. The play is called ''Fondle The Had- ately, Sean Casement as Nigel, entered. Nigel is aldock:' There's a tendency to want to call it "Flounder ready drunk on bourbon,and drunk with self-pity. He
the Haddock," but thaI's incorrect.lt's not about fish. despairs about his life for the next hour and a half or
II's about two cartoon bar stooges, Nigel and Law- so. He says so in as many different ways as he can,
many times ending wi th the phrase, "this sucks." He's
rence, who drink like fish.
Nigel and Lawrence were created by Dr. Jones~ funny and pathetic.
who gained an underground following since his carHis friend Lawrence, played by Tim Ferrell, enters
toon's appearance in the now-defunct alternative the bar and expounds, and expounds, and expounds,
and expounds, upon the
Portland newspaper
dread and despair oflife.
"Headcheese." InJones's
Did you notice how
. first play, Lawrence the
many times I wrote the
Swine acts as a meditaword expound? I probative guide to his friend,
the drunken and debly could have left out a
pressed Nigel, as they
couple of them. Dr. Jones
pub crawl their way
could also leave out a
around the mythical
couple of Lawrence's
town, Monfania.
speeches so that they
don'ttotterintotriteness.
I stopped along the
Boy, did we get the mesway to the Tree to pick
sage. The only one who
up friends. We proceeded on through the
can get away with that
bitter, bone-numbing
kind of redundant overcold, down the greasy,
indulgence is Samuel
ice-ridden streets of PortBeckett. Dr. Jones ain't
land together.
Beckett yet.
We reached the Tree.
Ferrell and Casement
We paid five bucks to get
were both wonderful in
inside. We sat behind
their respective roles as
two men drinking and
the profoundly drunk
lOOking around. We asLawrence and the godsumed they were there
Lawrence the Swine In "Various Condiments" awful drunk Nigel. Casefrom "Headcheese," Sept. 1988.
to see the play. We
ment was particularly
couldn't see very well.
riveting in an old, green
When both men rose from their chairs, I seized the anny jacket and wearing a cap pulled down over his
moment and asked them if they were going to leave. head. He had a million expressions, a hoarse voice and
No, they said, but they would let us know if they did . no shame. He pulled no punches when displaying
"What's this play about, anyway?" one of the men Nigel's coarseness and loneliness. Ferrell held hisown
asked. "Is it a satire?"
with Lawrence's repressed intellectualism and loneliHaving read the script beforehand I had a clever ness. The barkeep, Mike Dow, contributed a wellanswer ready. "It's a satire, comedy, tragedy," I said spoken monologue at the end of the first act, and ~
smugly.
understated, but significant part.
"Is it making fun of people who drink?" one of
During intennission, I bought a beer. I began to get
them wanted to know. They noted the set. A bar was depressed. Yes, the play was amUSing, but yes, it
set up on the floor of the
struck home. What a fuTree, where people nortile life. Why bother? I
looked around and lismally dance. A giant bat
hung over the floor. A
tened toear-splittingmuscreen was set up above
(or\~itiOf\ «Jril"1-f. \11'\sic and tried to talk to my
the bar. To the left was a
friends. I failed. The
fQ,;\}.,oY"l'
Al-.) 'j S
lJh-l-.,,\.
sign postwithanother bat
smoke burned my eyes.
f\)\. fcl~lI~ pfDlI6~t,S
on top. The signs pointed
During the second act,
f~t.\
in different directions,
Nigel and Lawrence
I"\~ 'to fa.\J~~ in
A\~ '!.Y"'Lf-tj
each with a different mestravel to another bar to
~ ~OPle.",t of
I'\~i\~
sage. "The swamps of
talk about the futility of
tvit.t (tf\t<.'iolt.
self-tonnent," read one.
existence.
Again, some
*S\~~*
)
"The barrens of moral defunny moments. Again,
cay," imparted another.
a tad overwritten.
"The cliffs of shuddering
[ liked the play, and
emptiness," said the last
the production was wellone.
planned. Dr. Jones is a
"Well, no," I said.
talented person. I hope
The men exited prior
he continues writing. It's
to the play and left us
the fourth production for
Lawrence and Nigel evolve Into
their seats. I ordered a
director Paul Kozak and
"Fondle the Haddock."
seltzer and lime.
his Barber Duvall ProPoet Bill Carpenter
ductions, and the best so
preceded the perfonnance with poetry from his book, far. Theater in the round in a bar. A bar within a bar.
"Rain," as well as some sCuff currently in the works. If only it wasn't so smoky.
The poetry was good, butitdidn't really set the mood
Theater strips down in this sort of ahnosphere.
for the play. The audience seemed to like it.
People watching people watching people. Who's act·
During the poetry reading, glasses clinked in the ing? Who isn't in a bar? And the futility of existence?
background. Somebody shuffled some silverware. "ACCKK!" as Nigel puts it.It's all futile. II's all fragile.
The outside door creaked open several times. Ciga- Some people drink themselves stupid. Some people
rettesmokeroseinahazetotheupperdeckoftheTree, die a slow death in front of the television. Why not
where several people caught in white-yellow light drink and watch theater?
hung over the railings to watch. A waitress passed
through the center of the set/ stage/dance floor canying a steaming plate of food to a table. Smoke contin- Morgan Shepard knows Nigel intimately.
ued to rise.
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Holiday Gift.
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Hand-finished cast
pewter Christmas
ornaments by
Woodbury Pewter &
Hampshire Pewter.
A very special

~

~. "~

" .' : .! : (equal prtce or lessl with this coupon.
:.; ~ '.~ .~. ~
ASK ABOUT OUR
." .~ . .:, ..;' ;1
HOLIDAY PLATTERS

. . d. cole jewelers

"

'

Start a Gift-Giving
uadition

8 Moulton
775-3D57. Mon-Sat 9-9, Sun 11-5

:". '1

Men's Ring sis $39 14k $219
Women's Ring sis $29 14k $129

'

,".r- ....• •
When you buy a salad,
" ; .
":,,;';". ~. . ;,1 sa ndwich or entree we'll
/;,;. ~·.~·i~ give you a second one FREE~~\:;:/';·'
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Tree of Ufe Necklace
Sterling Silver $15 (w/o chain)
14k $69 (w/o chain)
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20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 774-4200
.., 1'

Brass Lobster
Paperweight

.: Jw.

Portland nRegency
HEALTH CLUB
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35 MIN. $20 70 MIN, $40
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Wooden Paddle
Boat Toy

·:4

L.

':,;:,:~:~.~:.:

.

.;. ' . - .' . $15.95 & up

380 Fore St • Portland • 775-3066
Mon· Sat 10-9 Sun 11-6

;.. rr=============::3iI
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26 Milk Street. in Portland's Old Pon (207) 774·8994
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We are located
under the peach awning at
twenty six Milk Street.
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M-F 9-5 / Sat. 10-2 or by appointme
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" '" ~ ~ ~~+ 82 Middle Street Portland 774-208
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**Stocking
Stuffers
Teas, Jams & Jellies
** Christmas
Decorations
Playmobil Children's Toys
*&Imported
Chocolates
Candies
*great
And many more
ideas!

..,

& Portland

'

Gift Ideas!

I: .r

.,"s. .

.

".. 'I!. ...

.'" .r.

Take a break from
shopping .. ,pamper yourself
with a facial, makeover or manicure.
Gift certificates available.
We carry Paul Mitchell,
Focus 21, and
Sebastian's Skin Care
& Makeup Products.
Great S10cking stuffers!

:")
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... ~:. .~

~ ~

christmas
to open
the package
f.·0111 conceits!

Fondle the Haddock

8 Moulton St., Portland
775-3057· Man·Sal g-g, Sun 11-5
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A bar within a play within a bar within life

O!HIPWRECK &CAR&6-
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but I

by Morgan Shepard

$35.95
European Tweeds $48.95
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Allen's long-time collaborator and cinematographer
Gordon Willis. The result
has been compared to
Orson Welles' "Citizen
Cane" and ''The Third
Man."
Not surprisingly,
• The final discussion of
''Manhattan'' is another
the series "The
Woody
Allen movie about
Constitution: Our Written
Legacy" takes place at noon modern romance. Diane
Keaton stars as the object of
at the Portland Public
Library. Maine's Assistant Allen's affections, a teenage
Attorney General James A. Mariel Hemingway as his
diversion from adult relaMcKenna moderates the
tionships,
and Meryl Streep
discussion about contempoas Allen's neurotic ex-wife.
rary Constitutional issues
and the challenges to the
Supreme Court's traditional
role in interpreting them.
The discussion series is
based on selections of
original documents that
were the roots of the
• This weekend is the
Constitution; the selections
last to see Portland Ballet
are available at the library.
Company's production of
Participants may bring a
"The Nutcracker." Portland
lunch; coffee and tea are
mime John Saccone plays
provided. For more inforthe role of Drosselmeyer,
mation, call 871-1700 ext.
Scott Potter dances the role
758.
of The Cavalier and Karen
• The Portland Museum
Hurll and Allyson Roper
of Art's fall film series,
share the role of the Sugar
"Gorgeous Films," has
Plum Fairy. Performances
given movie fans the oppor- of this classic ballet are
tunity to see many movies
tonight at 8 p.m., tomorrow
famous for their stunning
and Sunday at 2 p.m. at
cinematography on a big
City Theater, 205 Main St.,
screen. Highlights of the
Biddeford. Tickets are $10
series inclu ed classics,
for adults, $9 for seniors
such as the obscure, but
and children. For ticket inwonderful movie directed
formation, call 282-0849.
by Jean-Luc Godard
''Weekend,'' which incorpo- The King's Singers
rated long, drawn-out shots return to the Colonies.
See Dec. 19.
creating an overwhelming
sense of anticipation, and
Visconti's "Death in Venice," based on the novel by
Thomas Mann. Tonight's
movie is less obscure.
Woody Allen's comedy,
"Manhattan," was filmed in
black and white by the

• Two ice-skating gatherings are being offered by
the Casco Bay Bicycle Club
this weekend. TOnight,
there is full-moon skating
gathering at 7:30 p.m. at
Scarborough Beach State
Park. Call the Outdoor Trip
Hotline at 774-1118 for an
update on ice conditions. If
the ice is bad, the skating
will move inside. Tomorrow, a group gathers for
outdoor skating at Hl a.m.
at Porter's Landing in South
Freeport. Call Charlie
Laflamme at 865-3636 for
more information.

• Magic of Christmas,
Portland Symphony Orchestra's gala holiday
concert series, comes to a
close this weekend. For last
minute ticket information,
call 773-8191.

AREA Gallery in USM Portland Campus Center. An
opening reception is being
held from 3-5 p.m. For more
information, call 780-4090.
• The First Parsish Unitarian
Universalist Church
• Think hot and dry:
is
giving
the ultimate
''The Southwest: Three
Views," an exhibit featuring Christmas gift to the Portland community, a human
the silver print photogranativity
scene. The Christphy of Jane Gilbert, as well
mas pageant starts at 4:45
as Pat Hardy's and Gena
p.m.,
425 Congress St.,
Werfel's paintings of this
Portland.
region, opens today at

mation on this meeting or
other ways to get involved
with Earth Day 1990, call
774-9710.

troubadour Robb Goldstein
on antique instruments
trace modern-day holiday
holiday custom to their
pagan roots at the PMA's
Winter So1stice Celebration.
• Plans for local Earth
The festivities begin at 6:30
Day 1990 events are underp.m. at the Portland Muway. A general and open
seum
of Art, Congress
meeting is being held
Square, Portland. AdmistOnight 7-9 p.m. in the USM
•
The
King's
Singers,
sion is $3.50, but seating is
Portland Campus Center.
England's six-man vocal en- limited. Tickets go on sale
Every one is invited to
at 5 p.m. For more informasemble,
are in town for a
attend. Items to be discussed include fund raising, performance at 7:30 p.m. at tion, call 775-6148.
• Agnes Bushell reads
Portland City Hall Auditothe tree committee, K-12
rium. Their repertoire of
from her new novel ''Local
outreach and community
music
includes
everything
Deities" at 7 p.m. at Raffles
organizing. For more inforfrom Renaissance madrigals Cafe Bookstore, 555 Conto new music to unique
gress St., Portland. Bushell's
vocal arrangements of pop new book captures the
music. Tonight's perform- drama and passion of the
ance includes "Songs from politically charged '60s and
Catalonia," a collection of
'70s. Her first book, the
detective novel "Shadow
Spanish folk songs, "A
Little Christmas Music,"
Dance," featured a female
songs from a six-century
sleuth in a mystery set in
Portland. The reading is
period, ''Time Piece" by
Paul Patterson, Serenade
free and open to the public.
d'Hiver" by Saint-Saens,
For more information, call
and the group's Signature
761-3930.
piece - an arrangement of
pop - "Arrangements in
Close Harmony. Tickets are
$9-$25. For more information, call the Portland
Concert Association at 772• Mime and jazz com8630.
bine in the telling Dylan
Thomas' "A Child's Christmas in Wales," a narrative
poem recollecting Thomas'
childhood. Al Miller, direc• The Amnesty Interna- tor of The Theater Project in
Brunswick, and jazz musitional Portland Group 174
cian
Brad Terry join forces
has been wri ting letters on
for two performances,
behalf of an East German
tonight at 7 p.m. and toprisoner Jens Schiel. Shiel
morrow at 2 p.m., at The
was released from prison
the week of Thanksgiving. Theater Project, 14 School
St., Brunswick. Miller and
While the group decides,
Terry are currently touring
what its next course of
show based on American
a
action will be, letter writing
continues. Letter Writing in poetry "Poetry That Moves
the Morning meets today at and Plays." Tickets for "A
9:30 a.m. For more informa- Child's Christmas in
tion,call Cecile at 797-4361. Wales" are $5. For more
information and reservations, call 729-8584.

Skating away
...:...... the Casco
Bay Bicycle
Club (and
Scrooge isn't
invited)...
See Dec. 15.

• Traditional English
country dances by the
Fiddler's Reach Morris
Dancers and music and
folklore performed by

..-~

• Don't want to be
alone today? Go shopping .. .

DON'T
FORGET!
The Casco Bay Weekly
Staff is taking a week off
between Christmas and
New Year's.

La Trattoria
(formerly Rosa's)

Help Portland's Homeless by
coming to my

LIlA JABER'S BIRTHDAY
BENEFIT BASH
$5.00 donation, tips, bar & donations
of clothes to go to Portland City Shelter

Serving the finest quality
take-out food available.
Featuring homemade pasta &
sauces, specially pizzas,
sandwiches and much more!

SAT MAT 3

SUN-TUES 7
SUNMAT 3
SUN-TUES9

166 Cumberland Ave· Portland

From all of us
to all of you ...

Call 774-7414

we wish you the
. happiest of holidays!

Mon.-Thurs. 11-10 pm
Fri. & Sat. 11·Midnight· Closed Sunday

36 MARKET ST. • PORTLAND • 773-4500

•
Nobody Says Christmas Should Cost You Extra
10 Exchange St.• Lower Level. Old Port· Portland

.,
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Duped again

THE BLUE MOON
Restaurant and Bar
The Blue Moon is a New Moon!
es, rising over the horizon of a new decade,
the Blue Moon enters a new phase, with a new basic
philosophy: GOOD FOOD & GOOD TIMES AT
A GREAT VALUE! Co.me in and check out our:
• NEW MOON MENU - Great lunch and dinner deals including
sirloin, filet mignon, BBO Ribs at laughably low prices.
• NEW MOON LOOK - We just renovated and repainted.
• NEW MOON PUB - Relaxing, co~, fun and a little crazy $1 ,00 draft beers - great happy hours!
• NEW MOONLIGHT HOURS - Now serving food 11 :30 am 'til
mianight everyday!

DON'T JUST GO OUT - GO TO THE MOON!

425 Fore Street in the Old Port. 871,0663

~~~~=-=

M

Vidoria Cr.mdall,

AINE STATE
USIC THEATRE

Producer and Artistic Director

THE PERFECf HOLIDAY GIFT!
1990 Gift Cerlificates and Subscriptions
Subscribe before
December 31st at

Fur

last season's prices!

15

725·8769

lo'lfln;IlIun

(all

Located on Beautiful
I3uwdoin College Campus,
Brunswick. Ma ine

Undoubtedly
Portland's fInest pizza
and steak sandwiches.

2 for 1 Dinner Special
FromMenuuntllo's Specialties Only

Compiled by Ann Sitomer
LI.tlngs mu.t b ......Ived In writing by 12 noon the Friday prior to publication.
Ann Sltomer, Ca.co .ay W_kly, 187 Clark St ... t, Portland 04102

SILVER
SCREEN

All Dogs Go To H.av.n Animated
featured by Don Bluth ("An American
Tail·) is about a German shepherd with
a criminal past, who goes to doggie
heaven and returns to Earth to help an
orphaned girl, Burt Reynolds dubs the
doggie's voice. Dom Deluise and
Chanes Nelson Reilly also have voice
parts .
Back to the Future, Part II Doc
Brown's time machine takes Michael J.
Fo~ through time once more ; this time
he Cravels into the future , Fo~ and his
eccentric scientist friend (Christopher
Lloyd) attempt to play with fate.
The B . .r An orphaned bear cub and a
wounded male bear struggle to survive
in the wilds of British Columbia. The
bears' ordeal increases when a couple
of hunters cross their paths. The hunters must use some cuss words, because the movie is rated PG. Directed
by Jean-Jacques Annaud ("Quest for
Fire").
Blaz. Paul Newman and Lolita Davidovich star in this movie about the relationship of Louisiana governor Earl K.
Blaze Starr,
Long and the

Family Busl_.. Sean Connery
(People Magazine'S "se~iest man of
the year), Dustan Hoffman and Matthew BroderiCk play three generation
of crooks in this movie directed by
Sidney Lumet, who has a long list of
good movies to his credit: "Serpico:
"Dog Day Afternoon: "Fail-Safe: "The
Pawnbroker: "Network· and "The
Verdict:
Harlem Night. Eddy Murphy doesn't
quite pull it off as the Renaissance
movie man (he wrote, directed and
starred in this one) , Richard Pryor costars in this awkward period comedy
about two nightclub owners in Harlem
in 1938, who get mi~ed up with gangsters. The plot involves a sting on a
white mobster who wants to muscle in
on the speakeasy owned by MJrphy
and his friends. Also starring Redd
Fo~~ and Della Reese.

What's Where
General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mal Road. S Portland

n4· t022
W.',. No Angel. (pa.13)
(opens Dec 151

0' the Roe •• (II)

12:15,2:.45,5:05, 7:25, 9 :50

W.r

1:15,4,7, 9:30
1 :45. 4:30, 7:30. 10

H.,,.,,, NlGht.IA)
12.2:25, 4 :45, 7:20. 10
au'atm.. Vacation (PQ.13)
12:45,3,5:10,720,9:30

TIM Llttl. 1I ....... ld IG)

1, 3 :16,5:15,7:16, 9 :10
. . ek To Tho Fut .... II (PO)

12:16, 2:46, 5:10.7:30, 10

The LlttI. M.nnald Animated Walt
Disney feature based on the Hans
Christian Anderson story about a mermaid who falls for a human prince,
Look Who'. Talking John Travolta
makes a comeback in this movie. He
plays a cabbie who is a candidate for
dad of Kirstie Alley's baby. The baby's
savvy sensibilities are communicated
with Bruce Willis' voice.
Manhattan Wooc1y Allen's comedy IS
filmed in black and white by the Allen's
long-time collaborator and cinematographer Gordon Willis. The result has
been compared to Orson Welles' " Cit~
zen Cane· and "The Third Man: ThiS
relationship movie stars Diane Keaton
as the object of Allen 's affections, a
teenage Mariel Hemingway as a diversion from adult relationships, and Meryl
Streep as Allen's neurotic ex-wife.
Prancer Children'S movie about a
young girl who tries to help a wounded
reindeershe believes belongs toSanta,

Nickelodeon

T.~.

and Middle, Penland
772-9751
Family Bus In... (RI
(opens Doc 151
4:1 0,7:20. 9:45

12/17 tbru Thurs. 12/21
With this

1:10 weekend mallnee

BRUNO'~

BlazoeR)
(opens Dec 15)

33 INDIA ST.

420, 7:Q5, 9 :40
1:15 weekB nd matinee

Th. Wtard IPC)
(cpons Doc 15)
4:30, 7:35, 9 :50
, :30 weeke r.d maUnee

PORTLAND

773-3530

She DevtlIPO·1a)

3:55, 7:30, 9 :36

,:05 weekend matinee

Cfoim •• and MI.dom•• nora (PQ.13)
4:30, 7:15, 9:40 ~h,ough Dec 14)
6:50, 9:15 (from Dec 15)

St•• 1 ~~,.n9~~•• (PGI
I weekend matinee

Prane_COI

874-0000
18 Monument Square

cec.21 &22

POINT 08
Plenty of trouble-free parking! • Open Sundays

Christmas Vacation Chevy Chase
returns as Clark Griswold, who tries to
create the perfect holiday for his family .
The movie also stars Randy Quaid as
the slob cousin and Beverly D'Angelo
as Mom .
Chocolat Claire Denis directed this
movie about the recollections of a white
women 's chilct.ood in Cameroon in the
late '50s and during the last years of
French rule . The girl and her mother
spend most oftheir time with their black
servants, until their isolation is disrupted by the intrusion of visitors grounded travelers, an ex-seminarian
walking across Africa, and an Englishman, who make.s a pass at the mothe,r.
Crimes and Misdeme.nors Maron
Landau plays aprominentophthalmologist who arranges the murder of his
mistress (Angelica Huston), because
he can't face actnitting his indiscretions to his wife. Wooc1y Allen play s a
docum entary film make r, who wants to
cheat on his wife and he doesn't care if
his wife finds out. Allen takes infidelity
and uses it as a sounding board for a
vari ety of points of views about ethics
and, of course, plenty of apt one-liners.
It's refreshing to see a movie by a
director who clearly knows what he's
doing,
Dad Jack Lemmon plays a retired bluecollar worker, who is dominated by his
w ife (Olympia Dukakis). When his Wife
has a heart attack and is hospitalized,
his investment banker son (Ted Danson) moves in with him. The paternal
relationship saga continues until Dan son's character is forced to reach oulto
his own teenage son . "Dad" is the first
movie directed by Gary David Goldberg, the creator of TV's ·Family Ties."
The Ent.rtal_r Laurence Olivier
plays a failed vaudeville comedian in
this movie directed by Tony Richardson
(·The Border· and "Tom Jones"). According .to Pauline Kael , this is "Olivier's greatest contemporary role ."

4 :05, 1:20 weekend malm&e

TIM a . .,IPC)
4 :15, 7:05. 9 (through Oae 14)

Look Whol . . . . . . . ,ng (pC.13)
4 :10,7: 10, 9:25 (through Dec 14)

The Movies
10 ElCchange, Portland

n2·9600

Chocoa.t

Dec 13-1 7
Wed-Sat at 7, 9
Sat-Sun mal ill 1

The Ent.".'..-r
Dec ,&.,9

Sal mal 81 3

Sun-Tue at 7
That Hamillon Woman
Dec 16- 19
Sun mal al3
Sun-Tue at 9

La L.ctrk.
Dec 20-24
Wed-Sat at 7, 9
Sat-Sun mal al 1

Cinema City
All times

Wostbrook Plaza
954-9116
Thursday; call ahead

thfou~h

for Friday's changes

St•• 1 Magnolia. CPC)
7,9, wee ken d mat " 3
Look Who'. Talking IPG.t3)
7, 9, weekend mats at I , 3

All 000_ Go To H.aven IGI

7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1:15, ~: 1 5
TIw a ••rIPC)
7:15,9:15, weekend mals at 1:15,3:15
God IPC)
7: 15,9:15, weekend mats al 1:15, 3:1 5

Portland Mu.eum of Art
Congress Square

Manhanan

directed by Woody Allen
Dec 14, 7 pm

Evening Star
Schedule Subject to change
Tontine Mal , Brunswick
729·5486
Th•••ar IPO)
call tor times
PrancerCG)
call for tlm&s

Bowdoin College

jerker is about a group of O>OlJInem
women who keep their men In check
and meet In the local beauty parlor to
gossip. Shirley Maclaine throws off her
new-age persona and plays the neighborhood sourpuss ("I'm not crazy; I've
just been in a bad mood for 40 years:
she remarks) , Dolly Parton is the local
hairdresser, who delivers one-liners
with aplomb. Sam Shepard plays Parton's endearing but worthless husband,
who spends his free time lying In bed
watching football , drinking beer and
smoking filterless cigarettes, Sally Field
gets to act the film's one dramatic
moment, which comes about after
you've been sobbing for 10 minutes or
so, and when it seems the movie Will
never end. The movie has its moments ,
but it is too predictable.
That Hamilton Woman Laurence
Olivier and Vivien Leigh star in this
1942 movie about a British am bassador's wife's affair with war hero Lord
Admiral Nelson .
War of th. Roses Kathleen Turner
and Michael Douglas star in this movie
about a married couple who seek help
from a marriage counselor played by
Danny Devito, who also directed the
comedy.
W.',. No Angels The bad boys of
Hollywood, Robert De Niro and Sean
Penn, team up in this movie about a
pair of ex-cons who disguise themselves as priests.
The Wizard appears to be a featurelength commercial for a new video toy
Fred Savage of television 's "The
Wonder Years' plays a kid who wants
to help his little brother fulfill his dreams
of conquering the kingdom of video
games.

"She-Devil" is about two
women in love wi th the same
man. Roseanne Barr, the queen
of tabloid headlines, plays
overweight housewife Ruth
Patchet, who is married to an
ambitious C.P.A. named Bob
(Ed Begley Jr. of "St. Else-where"). Meryl Streep plays
best-selling romance writer
Mary Fisher, who lives a pristine and perfect life in a Lifesty 1es-of-the-Ri ch -a nd -Eamous palace by the sea, complete with indoor swimming
pool and sex slave.
Bob and Mary meet. Bob
wants Mary - body and finances. Mary wants to conduct more research for her
romance novels. Ruthfindsout
about it all and wants to get
even.
The plot isn't too thick. But
one would think that these two
very different actresses would
be perfectly cast to play women
at odds over a man, Mary is
composed, thin and beautiful.
Ruth is overweight and falling
apart at the seams. The dynamics promise something
along the lines of "Outrageous
Fortune," in which Shelly Long
and Bette Midler played the
priss and the harlot in battle
over the man they both want
(Peter Coyote).
But "She-Devil" never gets

CLUBS

THURSDAY 12.14
The James Montgomery B.nd
(blues) Tree Cafe, 4S Danforth St. ,
Portland . 774-1441 ,
Fat City (blues/SWing) T-Bird's, 126 N
Boyd St , Portland. 773-8040.
True Non·B.n.ven and Head
CI.anen (rock) Geno's , 13 Brown St.,
Portland. 761 -2506.
Dr. 0 (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton
St., Portland. 774-0444,
The Breakdown (rock) Moose Alley ,
46 MarKet St., Portland, 774-5246.
Tina & Fla.h Allen (popular) Uttle Willies, 36 Market St., Portland, 773-4500
Rocka.auNS (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St. , S. Portland 767-4627.
The Look (rock) Spirits at the Manor,
700 Main St. , S. Portland, 774-6151.

FRIDAY 12.15
Dirty Dozen Bras. Band (jazz)
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 7736886
Wing and a Pray.r(rock)Old PortTavern , 11 Moulton St., Portland, 774-0444.
Gorehounda, Happy The Clown and
The La.t One. (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St., Portland. 761 ·2506
Brok.n M.n (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St. , Portland. 774- 1441.
Spilt 50 (rock) DI)' Dock, 84 Commercial
St., Portland. 774-3550.
The Breakdown (rock) Moose Alley ,
46 Market St., Portland. 774-5246.
The Look (rock) Spirits at the Manor,
700 Main St. , S. Portland. 774-6151
Rocka.auru. (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St., S. Portland . 767-4627.
T erTY Ei.en Jazz Quintet (jazz/swing)
Holy Ghost, 29 Exchange SI., Portland.
773-0300.
Roy Fraz_ Trio (jazz) Unle Willies, 36
Market St. , Portland. 773-4500.

SATURDAY 12.18
Broken M.n (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland. 774 -1441.
Inspeclon (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Two Saint., Voodoo Doll. and Head
Cleaner (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St. ,
Portland. 761 -2506.
Wing and a Pray.r(rock) Old PortTavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
Spilt 50 (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial
St. , PortJand. 774-3550.

off the ground. Every effect is
a cliche from a genre of comedies best to be avoided even
when looking for laughs during the bleak months of winter. The cliches are so old tbat
one could spend the entire
movie trying to remember the j
first time you saw something
(a pursuit that would prove '
more fruitful than staying II
awake through the movie). ~
Meryl Streep's performance
is the only thing worth keeping your eyes open for. It looks
as if Streep found herself in
the middle of a really bad
movie and was detennined to
act, in spite of a conSistently
bad supporting cast and a
stupid plot.
Barr can't act. She should
stick to arguing diet plans with
Oprah.
Every December, we get the
same thing: stupid mockeries
of domestic turmoil. For
people who dread their own
domestic turmoil any diversion is welcome. What's another six bucks for people who
have overextended their credit
buying gifts?
We' ve been duped again.
Tis the season. If you're still
looking for comic relief from
holiday stress, don't see "SheDeviL" Try laughing gas.

DUring the holiday season
for all your catering needs

Make Black Tie ...QequiredJ

/
~~

The Breakdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market St., Portland. 774-5246
The Look (rock) Spirits at the Manor,
700 Main St., S , Portland. 774-6151 .
Rockasauru. (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Picken St. , S, Portland, 767-4627.
TerTY Els.n JazzQuint.t (jazz/swing)
Holy Ghost, 29 Exchange St., Portland.
773-0300.
Roy Fraze. Trio (jazz) Uttle Willies, 36
Market St. , Portland. 773-4500.

SUNDAY 12.17
Annl Clark (acoustic) Old Port Tavern.
11 Moulton St , Portland. 774-0444.
Brian John.on (acoustic) Squire Morgan, 46 MarketSt. , Portland. 774-5246.
Comedy Night T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773-£040.
Comedy Night Old Port Tavera....
Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444.

Frantic?! Dial 799-GOOD

D«.l5
D«.l6

Sor<sa . PaIIm:!
(all) Patland aub . Priva.
(""-) ShenDI\ - Patland

D«,lO
D«.ll
Da:.l3
D«. 17
Da:,l9130

RJooI', Dance!'irty
A!dldlr - Priva.
HolyGlXi6t-Patland
RaouJ', D2"", Pany
RaooJ's D2na: Pany

Ann Sitomer

D«'31

J.D. 3

JIlL 516
JIlL 12
JIlL 13
JIlL 17

J... 19120
).D. l4

JIl1,l6117

Althlfllic -Priv..

R""J', Dance Pany
Bru.,,\ Resall'1ll! -l\>rI!md
Holy GIllot - P<rllnd
PaIIm:! Cub(,ve.)- Priva.
Ra",J', DIOCt Pany
DIy Dock -l\>rI!md
Raool', DIOCt !'irty
WlJ.XA.~ - Saoo OOOll<:r.y)lI.Fhnagtn's)

Winners Of 4 Matne Music Awards!
Every Wed. Night is Ladies N ight at Raoul 's with the
Red Light Revue - Ladies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for spring & summer.

It's almost
Christmas and
we haven't
thought about
gifts for the
family.

Specializing in Weddings, Co rporate & Pnvate Functions and N ightclubs.

CALL

-2

2

TRUE ,NON-BELIEVERS
and MEAD CLEANER

MONDAY 12.17 /

FRIDAY t 2/1 5

GOREHOUNDS

Llza Jaba". Birthday Ba.h for the
Hom.I••• ZoolZ, 31 ForestAve., Portland. 773-£187.
Doug Clegg (acoustic) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St.. Portland. 774-0444.
ComecIy Stop at the Top (comedy
conlest) Top of the East Lounge, Sonesta
Hotel, 157 High St., Portland. 775-5411 .

from

Boston HAPPY THE CLOWN

TUESDAY 12.19
Magazi_ (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444.
Randy Judkins (mime/col]1edy) Little
Willies, 36 Market St., PorlJand. 7734500.
R.ggae Jam with Active Culture
(reggae) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St. ,
Portland . 774-1441 .

WEDNESDAY 12.20
M.gazi_ (rock) Old Port Tavern, J l
Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444.
Coon Cat. (cowboy rock) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441 .
Chri.tmas Cabaret Night Utile Willies, 36 Market St., Portland, 773-4500.

UPCOMING
The Walk. . . (rock/new folk) Dec 22,
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St. , Portland.
774-1441 .
Blue. W_k.nd Four unmentio~nable
great bands Dec 22-23 at Raoul' 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.

Brunswick

Italian Film Serle.
Smith Auditorium, SUls Hall
Ceravamo tal'llo amatl (1.74)
directed by E. Scola
Dec 1.{, 7 pm

BLACK
TIE ...
distinctive catering

conlin lad

on Pf e16

We also process and
print all types of
black & white film.
And we can convert
to black & white from
your color originals,

JUS I

LOO. KING
FOR
\

tJ
PORT GARDENS
Kennebunkport
Fri. & Sat. Dec. 15-16
ROSA'S
Portsmouth, NH
Fri. & Sat. Dec. 22-23

54 YORK ST.
761-5861

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!
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CHRISTMAS
1.. ,
SPECIALTIES
B al\!~~~~~~
House
Order ahead for office parties
and your home entertaining!

CON

jazz) Music by Bach, Chopin, Debussy
and a host of jazz favorites performed
by pianist Leonard Hokanson, clarinetist Billy Novack and guitarist Guy Van
Duser Dec 21 -22, 7:30 pm in the Rockport Opera House. Tickets are $8 for
adults, $4 for students. For more information , call 236-2823.

CERTS

THURSDAY 12.14
M.glc of Chrlstnuos Portland Sym-

Fancy Cakes. Pies. Seasonal

Cotteec:ak(~s

2 CONVENIENT IN TOWN LOCATIONS
434 Fore St. 773-2217 ~ St. John st. 773-5466

PLACE YOUR ORDER BY WEDNESDAY DEC.

20 !

phony Orchestra, tenor John Walker,
Boy Singers of Maine and the Magic of
Christmas Chorus perform Christmas
programs through Dec 17 at Portland
City Hall Auditorium . Performances are
Dec 14-15 at 8 pm and Dec 16-17 at
2:30 and 8 pm . Tickets are $22, $20,
$15 and $9. Tickets may be purchased
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm at 30 Myrtle St.,
Portland or by phone at 773-8191 .
IPE Holiday C.roling (carols) Singers from Lyseth School sing 7-8 pm
outside The Sonesta, High St. , Portland. For more information, call 7726828
MoU.y Cru. (heavy metal) 7:30 pm,
Cumberland County Civic Center,
Portland. Tickets are $17.50 in advance and $18 .50 day of the show,
available at the Civic Center box OHlce,
Ticketron outlets or by calling 800-3838080 .

SATURDAY 12.18
C.sU.b.y (Celtic folk music) 8 pm , Lu-

Give an original gift for Christmas

ther Bonney Auditorium , USM Portland Tickets are $6 in advance, $8 at
the door (kids half price) . Tickets available at Amadeus Music, Buckdanoer's
Choioe and Gallery Music. For more
information, call the Portland Folk Club
at 773-9549.
IPE Holiday Caroling (carols) Singers from King Middle School sing 2-3
pm In the Old Port Exchange, Portland
For more information, call 772-6828.

SUNDAY 12.17
USM Child..n'. Choir (Christmas) 2
pm, Corthell Concert, USM Gorham .
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 78(}-5256.
IPE Holiday Caroling (carols) Singers from Casco Bay chapter of Sweet
Adelines sing 2-3 pm outside Benoits,
Congress St. , Portland. For more information, call 772-6828.

MONDAY 12.18
Give a portrait with soul
for your photographic portrait by Tonee Harbert
call 774-0666

R.f1ections of Christ..,.. (carols,
classical, poetry) David Goulet performs a Christmas program at 7:30 pm
at the Immanual Baptist Church, 156
High St. , Portland. Tickets are $7.50 ,
and $6 for seniors. For more information, call 773-1121 .

Sc.rborough High . Christm.s
Conc.rt (Christmas) 7:30 pm a' the

Accid.ntal De.th of an An.rchist
Portland Stage Company's production
of Dario Fo's faroe about policecorruption continues through Dec 17. Performances are Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm , Fri
.at 8 pm , Sat at 5 and 9 pm, and Sun at
2 pm . For ticket information , call 7740465
Working Musical adapted from the book
by Studs Terkel through Dec 17 at Mad
Horse Theater, 955 Forest Ave, Portland. Performances are Thu-Sat at 8
pm , Sun at 7. Tickets are $10-$14 For
more information, call 797-3336
Fondl. the Haddock Original twoact play written by Dr Jones and fea turing Jones' creations Nigel and
Lawrence the Swine Dec 17-20at7 pm
at the Tree Cafe , 45 Danforth St ,
Portland. Tickets are $5. For more information , call 772-6469 or 774-1441
Solstice C.I.br.tlon Revelry and
tomfoolery set in Victorian England to
benefit Bath Children'S Home Dec 1517 at Bath's City Hall Auditorium . Tickets are $10, and $5 for children under
12, available at Buckdancer's Choioe
In Portland, Macbean's Music In Brunswick and The Granery In Bath . For
more information call 443-9603
The Christmas St.r Southworth
Planetarium's annual Christmas show
oHers seasonal mUSIC, speelal all-sky
eHects and identification of winter constellations. Show schedule IS Fri-Sun
at 7 pm throughout December. Admission IS $3 for adults, $2 for children
Children under 5 are not admitted.
(Laser light shows continue at 8 :30 pm
through Dec). For more Information,
call 780-4249.
P.klng Acrobets Show sponsored
by the Portland Concert ASSOCIation
has been cancelled. The show was
scheduled Mar 1 at 4 and 8 pm In Its
plaoewill be performances by the Soviet
Acrobatic Revue. People holding tickets for the Peking Acrobats may use
them for the Acrobatic Revue , people
wishing to exchange their tickets for
another PCA show or a refund must do
so by Dec t 8. For more information,
call 772-8630 .

TUESDAY 12.19
The King's Sing.... (vocal ensemble)

• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! •
:-

Luncheon Specials Every DayJ
Warm up with our homemade soups 8t.

Performance includes "Songs From
Catalonia,"A Utile Christmas Music,"
Paul Patterson's "Time Piece," SaintSaens "Seranade d'Hiver" and their
'Arrangements in Close Harmony:
Showtime IS 7:30 pm at Portland City
Hall Auditorium , Portland . Tickets are
$25-$9 For more information, call 7728630.

DANCE

The Nutcreck.r ClaSSical perform

UPCOMING
Organ Conc.rt (classicaVChristmas)
Douglas Rafter, former municipal organist for Portland, performs works by
Bach and Guilmant Dec 21,7:30 pm in
Portland City Hall Auditorium Free and
open to the public, but donations for
Fnends of the Kotzschmar Organ will
be accepted.

Fri. & Sat.
Dec. 15-16

Portl.nd Symphony Orchestr.'s
Pi.no Competition First-prize win-

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street

iiii::~~iiiiii~~p~or~tI~and, ME· 774-3550

ner will receive $2,500 and a contract
for a performanoe With the PSO during
the 90-91 season. Contestants in the
competition must be between the ages
20 and 28 as of March 17, 1990 and
must submit an application by Jan 22.
Preliminary auditions will be held on
March 17 and finals, which are open to
the PUbliC, will be held on March 18 For
more Information , contact Roberta
Zimmerman, director of education for
the PSO, 30 MyrtieSt Portland, 041 01 ,
773-8191 .

by I.P.E. and WMGX, takes place Dec
15, 5 pm beginning at the Sonesta
Hotel. The public IS invited to parade
down Congress Street to Monument
Square until 6:30 pm . For more information, call 772-6828.
Casco Bay Blcycl. Club monthly
meeting Dec 19, 7 pm at the Public
Safety Building, Middle St., Portland.
Bring your holiday favorite food. For
more information, call 774- 1118.
and activities Dec 20, 5:30-8 pm at
Westbrook Community Hospital Solarium, 40 Park Rd., Westbrook. For more
information, call 854-8464.

STAGE

Scarborough High School Gym.

Restaurant and Tavern

GALA

Candl.light Carol Par.de, hosted

FJ.xc.r. R.union Christm.s
Party Potluck supper, entertainment

ON

ance of Tchaikovsky 's ballet through
Dec 17 at City Theater 205 Main St ,
Biddeford. Performanoes are Fri at 8
pm, Sat-Sun at 2. Tickets are $ t o adults,
$9 for students and seniors. For more
information , call 282-0849.
D.nclng From Th. He.rt Spanda
Dance Company presents a danoe
program featuring a paroey of 'The
Nutcracker," exoerpts from Bach's
"Magnificat," mime pieces by James
Joseph Tibbets , and several solos by
company director Selbe Beebe, blending ballet, moeern and jazz styles . Performanoe s are through Dec 17, Fn-Sat
at 8 pm , Sun at 2 pm at the Schoolhouse Arts Center, Rts 114 and 35 in
Sebago Lake Village Admission IS $5
for adults, $2.50 for seniors and children under 12. For more Information,
call 642-3743

C.sco B.y Mov .... School Studio
Show Jazz dance students present
two studio shows Dec 17, 1 and 3:30
pm, at Luther Bonney Auditorium , USM
Portland. Tickets are available for $3 at
the studio, 34 1 Cumberland Ave.,
Portland. For more Information , call
871 -1013.
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Dean Vel.ntps C.II.ry, 60 Hamp- Sawyer St...t C.II.ry, 131 Sawyer

B.y Chunber Conc.rts (classical/

shire St., Portland. Six contemporary
Spanish painters: Antoni MarIn, TeresaPicazo, DavidSanmiguel, Joei Martorell, Udia Porcar and Taru through
Jan 7. Hours : Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun 15 pm and by appointment. 772-2042.
Ev.ns C.II.ry, 7 Pleasant St., Portland. Color photograph s from the documentary project, Farm Security Administration, which documents the
federal assistance programs to impoverished farm families ravaged by the
Depression . Photos by Jack Delano,
Russell Lee, Marion Post Wolcott and
John Vachon are on exhibit through
Dec 30. Hours : Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm,
Sat 11-5 pm . 879-0042.
C.II.ry 127, 127 Middle St., Portland.
Group show features Eric Green, Alex
Gnidziejko, Graydon Mayer, John Swan
and Gina Werfel through Dec 23. Hours :
Tue-Fri 12-5 pm , Sat 12-4. 773-3317.
Creenhut G.II.ri.s, 146 Middle St.,
Portland. Original artwork by local artists : Anne Gresinger, Connie Hayes,
Bill Irvine, Jane Dahmen , Chris Nielsen;
also artwork by nationally known artists Collette, McKnight, Alman and
Jerenko through Dec 31 . Hours: MonSat 10:30 arn-5:3O pm , Sun 11 am-5
pm. 772-2693.

St., S. Portland. Changing exhibits of
works in clay of Marian Baker, Nancy
Caroll, Lynn Duryea, Abby Huntoon
and Nancy Nevergole through Dec 31.
Hours : Sat 12-5 pm and by appointment 767-7113.

Ghost
Great American Jazz

OFF THE

CLOCK

Creen Mountain Coff. . Rosster, C.rri.ges .nd Cutt .... Horace K.

ON THE

WALL
OPENING

USM Art C.II.ry , Gorham . USM
Faculty Art Show through Dec 14
Closing reception Dec 14 , 4 pm 7805409.
Icon Contempor.ry Art , 19 Mason
St. , Brunswick. Exhibit features works
by Veronica Benning, Tom Chapin Ed
Douglas, Robert Hamilton, Seaver
Leslie, Dean Richardson and Monte
Smith through Jan 19. Grand opening
Dec 16, 2-6 pm. Hours : Mon-Fn 10 am5 pm, or by appointment. 442-8128
AREA C.II.ry, USM Portland Campus Center. "The Southwest Three
Views," features the silver print photography of Jane Gilbert, as well as Pat
Hardy's and Gena Werfel's interpretations of this region in their paintings
Dec 17-Feb 2. Opening reception Dec
17, 3-5 pm. Hours : Mon-Sat 10 am-9
pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 780-4090.
Co.st.1 Works Exhibit of watercolors
and paintings by Suzanne Bourassa
Dec 19-Jan 28. Opening reoeption Dec
20, 6 :3(}-9 pm at Coastal Computer
Center, 487 Forest Ave., Portland.

AROUND TOWN
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours : TueSat, 1(}-5 ; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
evenings, 5-9. Carriages and Cutters,
collection of carriages and sleighs
(through Dec 26); Traditions In American Lanoscape (wough Mar 11 );
Miniature Inkwells (through Feb 12)
775-6148.
Abecus C.II.ry, 44 Exchange St.,
Portland . Lee Marraccini Stacked Rings
on exhibit through Jan t5 . Hours: MonWed 10 am-6 pm , Thu-Sat at 10 am-9
pm . 772-4880.
AII.n Scott Books, 89 Exchange St,
Portland. Drawings by Charles H.
Woodbury, 1915-1917 through Jan 6 .
Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-6 pm. 774-2190.

Sowles, Jr. will discuss the lively past
Temple St. , Portland. Painting and
drawings by Wes Frese through Dec
of his antique carriages and sleighs
that are currently on display the mu19. 773-4475.
seum Dec 14, 5:15 pm at the Portland
Hitchcock Art De.I .... , 602 Con Museum of Art, Congress Square, Portgress St. , Suite 204, Portland. Paintland. Free and open to the public. For
ings by Michael Willis, sculptures by
more information , call 775-6148.
Charlene Barton and Pat Plourde, oil
pastels by Paul Plante, art work by
Ellen Gutekunst and photography by
J.P. Marrillthrough Dec 15. Hours: Thu
6:30-9:30, Sat-Sun 1:3(}-5 pm . 7748919.
London's CI.ss Studio, 142 High
St., Portland. Holiday showcase 01
uniquely crafted stained glass creations through Dec 22. Hours : Daily 10
am-5 pm . 774-2174.
M.ln. Pott .... Mark.t, 376 Fore
St., Portland. Special holiday exhibit by
gallery artists through Dec 30. Hours :
Mon-Sat 9 am -9 pm, Sun 10 am -6 pm .
774-1633.
The Sam. Old Words: The Living
Nancy M.rgolls C.llery, 367 Fore
Constitution Today The final disSt. , Portland . Recent work by new
cussion of the series on the Constitution
gallery artists through Dec: Daniel Hale ,
held Dec 14, 12:1(}-12:5O pm at the
furniture; Damel Salisbury, fiber; CharPortland Public Library, Monument
les Schwarz , metal ; Eleanor McKay,
Square. Assistant Attorney General
metal; Paula Garrett, jewelry; Yoko HIJames A. McKenna will moeerate the
rosawa, glass ; Claudia Hollister, clay ;
discussion about contemporary Con Tory Hughes, jewelry; Francine Patti,
stitutional issues and the challenges to
fiber; Suzanne Bucher, jewelry . Hours :
the Supreme Court's traditional role In
Mon-Sat 10 am-9 pm, Sun 11 am-6
interpreting them. Reading selections
pm. 775-3822.
for the program are available at the
P.yson C.II.ry of Art, Westbrook
library. For mora information, call 871 College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
1700 ext. 758.
"Laurence Gartal: Nuvo Japonica," an Amn.sty Int.rnatlon.1 Monthly
exhibit of works that combine drawing,
meeting Dec 14, 7 pm at Wooefords
computer imaging, and photographs
Congregational
Church ,
202
through Dec 17. Hours : Tue-Fri 10 amWoodfords St, Portland. For more in4 pm (Thu until 9), Sat-Sun 1-5 pm .
formation , call Jeff Spnng at 874-2351
797-9546.
or 871 -7437.
Portl.nd School of Art, 6t9 Con- Civil Rights: Gun Control & the
gress St. , Portland . The Baxter GalConstitution Debate with Michael
lery · 'Faculty Show· through Dec 22 .
Chitwooe, Portland Chief of Police, and
Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am -5 pm (Thu until
Steve Duren , Sportsman's Alliance of
7), Sun 11 arn-4 pm The Photo GalMaine Dec 14, 7 pm at the Swedenborlery : 'Zeitraum : Timeperiod" through
gian Church, 302 Stevens Ave., PortDec 22. Hours : Mon-Thu 8 am-9 :3O
land. For more information, call 772pm, Fri 8 am-5 pm and Sun 11 am-4
8277.
pm. 775-3052.
Portl.nd Sufi Order Free public
Portl.nd School of Art, 97 Spring
classes are offered on Sundays, 6 :3(}St. , Portland. Exhibit of paintings from
8 pm at 232 St. John St., Portland (use
Portland's Soviet sister city - City of
back door of the building) . "DiscoverArchangels through Dec 27. Interested
ing Our Purpose' (Mufti) is the topic
people should call ahead to confirm the
Dec 17.
availability of the show since it is lo- Amn.sty Lett.rwrlting In the
cated In the college's conferenoe room .
Moming Dec 20, 9:30 am . For more
775-3052.
information, call Cecile at 797-4361
Stein C.II.ry Contempor.ry Agnes Bushell will read from her new
CI. .s , 20 Milk St. , Portland. Glass
novel "Local Dieties," which captures
artwork by Robert Willson through Feb
the drama and passion of the politically
28. Mon-Fri 11 am-6 pm , Sat 11 amcharged '60s and '70s Dec 21 , 7 pm at
5:30 pm, Sun 1-4 pm. 772-9072.
Raft/es Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress
St. , Portland. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7613930.

SENSE

OUT OF TOWN

Th. Art C.llery .t Six De.ring ,

B.t.s College Mus.wn of Art "Italy:

Portland. ' Spint of Christmas," an exhibition of paintings by Betty Lou
Schlemm through Dec . Hours TueSat 11 am-5 pm dunng the first two
weeks of the month : by appointment
thereafter. 772-9605.
Barridoff G.II.ri.s , 26 Free St. , Portland. Selected new work by gallery
artists through Dec 31. 772-5011
Bayview Gallery, 75 Market St , Portland. Recent photographs by Neal
Parent and watercolors by Carol Sebold through Dec 30. Parent will be
signing hiS newly published book on
Dec 16, 2-4 pm . 773-3007
C.f. Alw.ys , 47 Middle St, Portland.
Wild portraits, formal Maine landscapes
and recent fi nger paintings by Nancy
Jacobs throug Dec 18 774-9399.
Congress SqWl,. C.II.ry, 594 Con gress SI. , Portfand Works by gallery
artists through Dec: Oils by George
Van Hook , Theophil Groell, turpentine
wash by Michael H Lewis, watercolors
by Alan Sanborn , oils pastels by Meg
Brown Payson, pastel by Henry Isaacs ,
woodcuts by Sin Beckman . 774-3369 .
Danforth St ...t G.II.ry, 34 Danforth St , Portland. Benefit exhibit:
Works on paper by Salazar through
Dec 23. Hours Tue-Sat 11 -5 pm . 7756245 .

One Hundred Years of Photography·
through Mar 9 at the Olin Arts Center,
Bates College, Lewiston. Hours: TueSat 10 qm-4 pm ; Sun 1-5 pm. Closed
Dec 21 -Jan 1. 786-6158.
The C.ldb.ck G.II.ry , 12 Elm St.,
Rockland. TheArtofG.A. Curtis through
Dec 29. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-6 pm ,
Sun 1-5 pm . 594-5935.
Chrlstln.'s C.II.ry, 24 US Rt. 1,
Yarmouth. Impressionistic landscapes
and still lives by Evelyn Winter Pogorzelski through Dec. Hours : MonSat 10 am-6 pm , Thu until 8 pm 8466128.
Elem.nts C.II.ry, 56 Maine St., Portland. "Folk Inspirations: Celebrating
Traditions," group show of humorous
subjects by Ma ine artists and
craftspeople throug h Jan 5. Hours: TueSat 10 am -6 pm , Sun 2-5 pm . 7291108.
Maine Audubon Society, 118 US Rt
One, Falmouth. Exhibit of handwoven
tapestries, clothing , blankets and pil lows by Nancy Wines-Dewan of Yarmouth through Dec. Hours : Mon-Sat 9
am -5 pm , Sun 12-5 pm. 781 -2330.

J.p.n Americ. Socl.ty of M.ine
offers five classes in Japanese language beginning Jan 8 at the Society's
offices, One Bank Rd., Portland. A brochure with information about schedule
and costs is available by calling 7744014.
Men's Journal Workshop with Alfred
DePew, for beginners and those who
would like to deepen and expand their
journals Every other Mon, 7-9 pm,
beginning Jan 8. Six sessions. $100.
To register , call 775-3708.

fREE ·
MOVIS!

G6T' FR£C

MOVI& K£f{TAL

In Concert. Friday, Dec. 15th

THE DIRlY DOZEN
BRASS BAND_
FEATURING:
2 Trumpets
1 Tenor Sax
1 Soprano Sax
1 Baritone Sax
1 Trombone
1 Sousaphone

Snare Drum
Bass Drum

1989 W.C.Handy
Award Winner - Best Jazz Album
#1 Album on jazz charts
for over 2 months - "Voodoo"

ATIENTION ALL PARENTS!
ATIENTION ALL CHILDREN!
HOW TO BE A
POSITIVE "I CAN "PERSON
Check the following Cable TV listings
for a quality program on
Drug EducatIOn for both
parents and children.
TOWNS
CHANNEL:
Westbrook, Gorham,
Cumberland,
Yarmouth ,
37
North Yarmouth,
Gray,
New Gloucester
Portland
Portland,
South Portland ,
Falmouth,
Cape Elizabeth,
Scarborough

DATE &
TIME:
Sunday
Dec. 10
4:30 p.m .

39

Thursday
Dec. 21
7:00 p.m .

37

Friday
Jan. 5
9;30 p.m .

After viewing this program, you too will be a
positive "I CAN" person . Your comments are
welcome. This program sponsored by
Anheuser-Busch Consumer Awareness and
Education Division and presented by National
Distributors, Inc., So . Portland , Maine

DON'T MISS TIllS MUSICAL EVENT!

Community
Cable Network
week of 12/14/89

USM Close Ups:
Laura Kargul, pianist (1/2 hr.)

Conwnunity L••de ... hip Instltut.

Theater Thoughts:

USM's Department of Community
Programs is currently taking applications for the January 1990 program .
The four-month program is for people
who are or want to be actively involved
in boards, committees, commissions
and other community organizations.
The cost is $450; scholarships are
available. For more information, call
874-6500.
Southworth PI.net.rium Astronomy Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm ; Laser
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission
is $3 for adults, $2 for students and
children (no children under 5). Wednesday afternoon program for students of
all ages , 3:30-5:30 pm, $2. For more information , call 780-4249.

continued on page 20

-'5-

WITH eACH
MUSIO PURCHASe.l

ACCidental Death of an Anarch ist

(1/2 hr.)
Health Views:
Health and the Law: What's the
Connection? (1 hr.)

Ireland Today:
Stephen Concannon - Memo ries of
an I rish Immigrant (1 hr.)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm ,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon .
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed .,
& Thurs. 9am-noon .

Ticket Info, 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494

Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth , Falmouth, &Scarborough . Channel varies in Gorham .

-

1•

Usco Bay Wetkly

continued from page 17

GIVE AGIFT.
T 'SOFF
.

,

THE WALL.
Art for the holidays.
They'll be crazy about it.

Gift certificates available.
Original Art • Custom Framing· Art Consulting· Posters

146 Middle Street. Portland. Maine 04101/(207) 772·2693

Give the gift of Awareness ...

CascoBov

A year long. mailed subscription to "\I\I'EEKLY costs just $36 .
A tasteful card announcing your gift w ill be sent to those you wish to be
informed. get involved and stay amused. Cali Robin at 775-6601. MCNISA.

GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS.

American Crafts
44 Exchange St.. Portland, ME 04101

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jewelry
Jewelry Boxes
L8J4ps
Kaleidoscopes
Hand Blown Glass
Clocks
Kate Libby Calendars
Windchimes
Gifts! Gifts! Gifts!

772-4880

GIFTS. GIFTS. GIITS • GIITS • GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS. GIFTS. GIITS • GIFTS.

FOR

KIDS

Under The Magic Tree Heart of
Gold Vaudeville Company will perform
a holiday show using stilt-walking, pup·
petry, and music Dec 16, 10:30 am·12
noon at the Portland Museum of Art,
Congress Square. Portland. Following
the performance. members of the
company will lead a workshop in creative movement in the exhibitions galleries. Recommended for children over 5
and parents. Free with museum ad·
mission. For more information, call 775·
6148.
Child,.n'. Holiday Workshop An·
gels, Santas. stars, decorative wrap·
ping paper, and holiday cards are
among the things children will make at
holiday workshops at the Portland
Museum of Art Dec 16. 2-4 pm. Cost of
the workshop is $5. For more information or to register, call 775-6148.
Chlld,.n's Art Day Children are invited to come draw, paint and create for
an afternoon Dec 17, 12-4 pm at
Christine's Gallery, 24 US Rt 1, Yarmouth . Supplies and snack will be
provided . The children's work will be
on display at the gallery during January. Admission is free but space is
limited. For more information, call 8466128.
Troubadour Robb Goldstein uses
antique musical instruments to explore
the history and diversity of holiday traditions through a prog ram of music
specially designed for children ages 812. Program is free with museum admission, but pre-registration is required.
For more information, call 775-<5148 .
New Year's Eve Slumber Party
The Portland YMCA is offering a slumber party for kids Kindergarten through
grade 6. The slumber party is Dec 31 ;
drop-off time is 7 pm Cost is $16,
which includes breakfast and a snack
For more information , call Conrad or
Jackie at 874-1111 .
Annual Toy Drive at the Children's
Museum, 746 Stevens Ave., Portland.
Toys are being collected to donate to
children in need at the museum. For
more information , call 797-KITE .
Stories for Kids Portland Public library (871 - 1700): Mon , Wed and Fri,
10:30 am ; Riverton Branch Library
(797-2915) : Fri, 10:30 am ; Peaks Island Branch (766-5540) : Wed, 10 :15
am, South Portland Public Library (7992204): Fri, 10:15 and 11 :15 am (3-5
year olds) ; Scarborough Public library
(883-4723): Wed, 10 :30 am and 1 pm
(3-5 year aids) and Tue, 6:30 pm (4-5
year olds) ; Prince Memorial Library,
Cumberland (829-3180) : Wed, 10:30
am (2-3 year olds) ; Thu, 10:30 am (35 year olds).
Flicks for Kids Portland Public library (871-1700) : Sat, 10:30 am and
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (7972915): Thu-Fri. 3:30 pm ; Peaks Island
Branch (766-5540) : Tue, 3:15 pm ;
South Portland Public Library (7992204): Fri , 3:30-4:30 pm.

WWF W ....tllng Dec 17, 7:30 pm,
Cumberland County Civic Center.
Portland. Tickets are $15, $12 and $9,
available at the Civic Center box office,
Ticketron outlets or by calling 800-3838080.
Portland Recreation'. Winter
Pool Hours continue through March.
Reiche Pool (874-8874): Adult Swims
M W F, 7-8 am; T Th Sa. 12-1 pm; MF, 4-6; Open Swims T Th, 3-4:30; Th ,
6:30-8 pm. Sa, 1-2:30 pm. Riverton
Pool (874-8456) : Adult Swims M-F,
12:15-1 :15pm;Sa, 12-1 pm ; MWF,67:30; Open Swims M W, 7:30-9 pm ,
Sa, 1-3 pm .
Falmouth Community Programs
Open Gym Hours : Open Gym for people
in grades 6-12 Saturdays through Dec
9,1-3pmatthehighschoolgym ; Open
Gym for adults Sundays, through Dec
17, 6-8 pm al the high school gym ; CoEd Volleyball Tuesdays through Dec
19, 7-9 pm at the middle school gym
($1 forresidents, $2 for non-residents);
Aerobics Tue and Thu. 6:15-7:15 pm ,
Sat al 8:30-9 :30 am. Formoreinformation, call 781-5255.

OUT

SIDE

Casco Bay Bicycle Club Full Moon
Ice-Skating Dec 15, 7:30 pm al Scarborough Beach State Park. For ice
concitions, call 774-1118. Outdoor
Skating at Porter's Landing in S. Freeport Dec 16, 10 am. For more information. call Charlie laFlamme at 865·
3636.
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club
Skiing at Sunday River Dec 17. Meet at
Back Cove Shop 'n Save at 7 am
sharp. For more information, call 7729831.
ADK.AMCWlnter Mountaineering
SchoolSnowshoeing , crampon travel,
ice axe use, day trips, backpacking,
camping and leadership training Dec
26-Jan 1 Three sections will be of- '
fered with bases in either the White
Mountains or the Adirondack Mountains. For more information , send a
SASE with three first-class stamps to
Winter School AMC , 5 Joy St. , Boston ,
MA02 1080r ADK, 172 Glen St. , Glens
Falls, NY 12801 .
Outdoor Trip Hotline Lalest bicycling, hiking . camping. canoeing and
other trips sponsoned by the Casco
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Outdoor Adventure ClUb . Call 774-1118.

WELL
SPORT NESS

Winter Ski Programs offered by
Portland Rec: Freestyle ski lessons
(ages 12-18) and snow board lessons
(ages 7-18) Saturdays, Jan 6-Mar 3,9
am-2 pm al Shawnee Peak . Both program s co st $198 for Portland residen Is ,
including lesson, ski or board rental s,
free-time on the slopes and transportati on . Recreational ski programs include
Monday Evening Skiing for adults at
Shawnee Peak - ski any three Mondays for $30 ; Saturday morning skiing
for school-age kids in grade two through
high school Jan 6-Mar 3 - $168 including ski rental; Day Trip to Shawnee
Peak Jan 16 for people in grade two
through high school - $20 includes
transportation, rentals extra; Overnight
ski !rip to Shawnee Peak Feb 18-19 for
people in grades four to six - $551$65,
including transportation, skiing, lodging and two meals. For more information on any oftoose programs. call 8748793 or 874-8300 ext. 8791 .

Toys For Tots New toy in exchange
for a free complete neurological exam
and consultation now through Christmas at the offices of Dr. Bruce Abelson , chiropractor, 76 Main St.. Yarmouth For more informalion, call 8466100.
Health Screenings Health Promotion Program of Community Health
Services sponsors adull health screening for diabetes, anemia, colorectal
cancer and high blood pressure. Time
permitting , two or more tests per person are available. Donation . Date , time
and locations are as follows : Dec 14 ,
10 am-noon at the Salvation Army.
Cumberland Ave., Por~and ; Dec 20,
9:30-11 :30 am at the Community Building in Windham ; Dec 27. 9:30-11 :30
am at st. Anne's Church. Windham.
For more information , call 775-7231
ext. 551.

continued on page 20
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by Leslie Morison

Local gal/ery participates in exchange with Barcelona .

Contemporary Spanish art
Dean Velentgas admits he knows little about sively from their experience in Boston.
"art,"but know what he likes. His sympathy and
Antonio Marin is the eldest of the three and an
love of the artist is great. And he is passionate antique dealer by trade. His works are distinct
about showing Maine artists in his gallery. Cur- and primarily mixed media and collage. While at
rently, however, he is taking a departure and the college, he found several discarded objects in
exhibiting the work of six contemporary artists the basement of one of MCA's buildings. In
"Prometeos Encarcelados" the artist has put two
from Barcelona, Spain, through Jan. 7.
!t is an exciting show in terms of bringing refrigerator shelves to good use. Fronting two
contemporary art that has barely made it out of largeidentical xeroxed heads of a man, set against
Spain, to the United States and to Maine. But, a dark background, enlightened toward the top
equally interesting is the story behind the pieces. by a lighter blue and on top by a silver layer
The show came to the attention of Velentgas dripping down. The painting tells the story of the
via good friend Dean Nimmer, chair of the De- Greek myth of Prometheus. The work is full of
partment of Painting and Printmaking at Massa- emotion and terrorasdisplayed through the eyes
chusetts College of Art. Nimmer had been back of the character in the imagery.
and forth to Barcelona several times over the past
Working in an utterly different vein, the work
few years. and while there he was introduced to of Theresa Picaw is very delicate and feminine.
several artists. Working alongside several of the Using soft colors, pinks and light greens, she
artists for a time in a studio next to the Picasso exerts freedom and control with her surreal,
museum, Nimmer develabstract imagery. Her
oped the idea of an exgesrural,graffiti-likeimchange program with
ages, activate the surface
MCA.
of the paper. The long
Much attention has been
tubes and penetrating
sharp, angular shapes
called to the art of Spain
lately, considering the nathat appear in her three
pieces, "Boston Series"
tional exhibitions of Velazquez, Goya, and Picasso.
numbers 1,2 and 3, serve
The spotlight is currently
as architectural metaon the contemporary art
phors for feminine sexua1ity. Her work is the
scene of Barcelona. It is
"alive and interesting," says
most abstract, but easy
Nimmer of the burgeoning
and beautiful to look
admire.
city. "It may be looking a
Although David
little like New York," but
he believes the artists are
Saruniguel's pieces are
very beautiful and exnot influenced by New
York art. The artists, in fact,
plicit, I don't get the
are defensive about not
sense that this is his finest work. His pieces,
looking at American art for
influence.
done in charcoal and
acrylic paint, are sketchThis past fall nine artists
whom Nimmer had
like. They are literal and
worked with while in Spain
emotional. The artist has
a clear interest in everyshowed at the North GaI- Antonio Marin's
lery of Massachusetts Col- "Prometeos Encarelados"
day '
imagery,
lege of Art,and three of the
and"Outbound," deartists stayed on as artists-in-residence for a picts a driver on the subway system in Boston,
month.
with his clever hat. The word "Longwood" is
Velentgaschose to show only six oftheartists stretched across the scene - the subway stop
as well asonIy selections of their work because of directly across from the artist's studio. Here
the space limitations of his gallery.
Sanmiguel has also applied an element such as
Some of the works in the show appear quite tape and removed it to create a tom effect in the
austere. But the pieces are very diverse and there piece.
is an obvious lust for creation.
The most exciting of the pieces by Sanmiguel
In the back room of the gallery hangs a large is "Lucas," a highly emotional piece, evoking
piece entitled "WaIl," done cooperatively by Lidia loneliness. It depicts a man sitting on a bed
Porcar and Jordi Martorel\. This work appears staring out of a window. His reflection can be
like "'60s poster art," and even Warholesque. !tis seen behind him.
contri ved of panels, like shades of contact paper
The works in this show are an excellent crossstuck to the wall of the gallery. In varying pri- section of what is happening in the contempomary colors, several of the sections depict ei ther rary art world of Barcelona today. The pieces by
brick or a close-up of windows in a high rise wi th Marin and Tatu are hard, political, statementthe shades half pulled. Other panels appear like making pieces, while the works of Picazo and
abstract photographs taken witha telephoto lens Sanmiguel are more emotional portraits of the
- of the Rolling Stones, and especially Mick human condition.
Jagger's mouth. Not recent enough to be making
Velentgassays the work is "a little more punka statement about the Berlin Wall, the work does ier than what is usually shown here." He seems
seem to have some east-west connotations.
uptightaboutnotshowingand supporting Maine
Another artist, calling himself only Ta tu, makes artists a1lofthe time. Buthe is an enthusiastic and
overt statements about politics with his pieces. channing art entrepreneur. I find his interest in
"Stock des Camarades" depicts some of the the arts refreshing.
world's more famous dictators- Mussolini, Mao
Soon Nimmer and other artists, even Portand Stalin - in a long vertical line, interspersed land's own Larry Hayden, represented by the
with panels that bear the title of the piece and the Dean Velentgas Gallery, will be travelling to
words "50% discount," which makes the state- Spain to complete the exchange at the University
ment that communism is dead, and, therefore, of Barcelona. And eventually, under Nimmer's
dictators are available at bargain prices.
auspices the exchange will become an annual
It is the three painters who worked in Boston thing.
whose work I find most visually pleasing and
exciting although it is less socially conscious. The
work by these three - Marin, Picazo and Leslie Morison wanted to mDt>e her office to Barcelona, so
Saruniguel - at the Velentgas gallery is exclu- that she, too, could be inspired Uy Picasso's spirit.

Indonesian Art
& Jewelry
Open every day
372 Fore Street. Old Port·
773-6884

berry Street

r--------------..,.

Holiday Specialties
for you and yours!
Free Gift Wrapping

47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011

Solid Wood
Furniture
Made In
Maine
9 FaDEN RD .
so . PORTLAND' 775 -4312
ACROSS FROM UPS

COMPUTER
CENTER $315

;
0
0

9

I-0

>--OPEN DAILY
THURSDAYS 'TIL 8
SUNDAY 12 - 4

.I

Natural Foods Market
Unique

Stocking
Stuffers
Mon. 9:30-5
Tues.-Fri. 9:30-8. Sat. 9-6

~~w

________________________________~~

537 Shore Road' Cape Elizabeth· 767-2803
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OFF THE
CLOCK

Toys for Tots Century 21 Balfour's
four locations are drop off points for
new, unwrapped toys for this year's
Toys for Tots campaign . The offices
are located at 192 State St., Portland ;
295 Ocean House Rd., Cape Elizabeth ; 49 Main St. , Freeport; and 408
Main St., Saco. For more information,
call 773-8224.

The Children's Theater of Maine
needs volunteers to help with construction of puppets for the troupe's next
production ·The Velveteen Rabbit:
based on the story by Margery Williams and directed by Alice Tweedy.
Volunteers are needed during the
month of January; the production is WINCS Single Parent Support
Group meets Thursdays, 7-9 pm at
scheduled to open in early February.
This is a good opportunity for people
the Community Center, South Portland Gardens, MacArthur Circle, S.
who are artistic and good with their
Portland. For more information, call
hands to leam more about puppetry .
For more information, contact Alice
772-2287.
Tweedy after Dec. 16 at 879-8002.
The Portland Coalition for the
Psychiatrically Labeled offers a
American Cancer Society Cift
Wrap Volunteers are needed to wrap
weekly writing circle for all interested
mental health consumers. The group
gifts for this annual fundraiser to supmeets every Friday at 1 pm and is
port research, education and services
working towards publishing a collecto cancer patients. The Gift Wrap is
tion of poetry and prose called ·Hands
scheduled through Dec 23 at the Maine
of Love." The Coalition Office is loMall. If you would like to volunteer, call
cated at 142 High St, Suite 501 , Portthe American Cancer Society at 775land. For more information, call Cath5809 or 800-482-0113 , or Maria
erine Sears at 772-2208.
Bellesteros at 761-1873 during the
Credit Counseling Centers, Inc.
evenings .
New Year'slPortland Over 200 volis a non-profit family financial counseling center. The counselors provide prounteers are being sought to help welcome in the last decade of the 20th
fessional counseling to families needing guidance in money management,
century. Volunteers are needed for promotion and production, hanging postin family budgeting, and in the wise use
of credit. In cases where over exleners, constructing stages and sell ing
slon of indebtedness is the major probtickets. Volunteers eam free admislem , the agency will attempt to work out
sion to all New Year's/Portiand events
a proper program of orderly debt rein exchange for four hours of service.
payment. In so doing, the agency recFor more information, call Maine Arts
ognizes both the needs of the family
at 772-9012.
and the requirements of creditors and,
Maine Audubon Society is looking
when necessary, utilizes other public
for volunteers interested in training to
and private resources. For a confidenbecome guides for the Society 's antial i nterview, call 878-2874 or 1-800nual winter walks program offered at
the Gilsland Farm Sanctuary in Fal882-2227.
mouth. The program is Jan 9-Mar 30 Outright Support group forgay/lesbian
young people, 22 and younger, meets
and is open to school and community
weekly. For more information, call 774groups to introduce participants to the
HELP or 774-TALK.
way plants and animals prepare for
winter. Training for volunteer guides is Support Group for Separated and
Divorced People 35 and over. For
scheduled for Jan 3-5. No previous
more information, ca1l934-16920r 892natural history or education experience
4407.
is provided. For more information, call
781 -2330.

HELP

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

AREAL
PRESENT!
An invitation .. .. Here's an amazing
sports fact...When Kareem Abdul-Jalr
bar played college basketball at UClA,
his team, over 4 years,
won 98% of alJ their
games! ... Abdul-Ja bbar
played in 111 games for
UClA and they won 109
of them! Invite the
Mlchelob family to
your holiday dinner
with the Michelob
brands - . Michelob,
Michelob Dry, Miche·
lob Light, Michelob
Ctasslc Dark. Did you
know these great brands are on
special In 12 pack cans and bottles 12 for $7.49, Here's a fad that's hard to
bel ieve .. .Of all the stadiums in America,

there are only TWO that have hosted
both a World Series and a Super
Bowl...You'd think there'd be more than
that. .. l he only stad iums mat have hosted
a Super Bowl and a World Series are San

Diego Jack Murphy St2dium (World
Series 1984 and Super Bowl 1988) and
the Los Angles Coliseum (World Series
1959 and Super Bowls of
1967 and 1973). With
Micheloh family brands
on special in 12 packs there is no greater SU~
per-premium beer buy
in De<.'C mbe... Buy now,
save more. Here's an
oddity ... Boxer Sugar Ray
Leonard knocked out 2
men in the SAME

fight!. ..On Oct. 6, 1978,
was fighting
Randy Shields when the referee came in
close, just as Leonard was throwing a
punch ...That punch aCcidemally hit the
referee, cu tting his eye and k nocking

Smokers Anonymous Me.ting
Mondays, 7-8:30 pm at the People's
Building, 155 Brackett St., Portland.
Sponsored by the Portland West Neighborhood Planning Council. For more
information, call 775-0105.
A.R.T.S. Anonymous (Artists Recovering through the Twelve Steps) New
group meets Mondays, 7 pm at the
Reiche Community Center, Brackett
St., Portland.
MADD W_kly Victim Support
Croup Survivors, their families and all
whose lives have been changed dramatically at the hands of a drunk driver
may share the emotional aftermath of
such a crime with others of the same
experience . The group meets Thursdays, 7 pm at the MADD office, 9
Deering St. , Portland. For more information, call 773-MADD.
Resolve Support network for infertile
people sponsors workshops and support groups. For more information, call
774-4357 or 846-4379.
Portland Coalition for the Psy·
chlatrically Labeled, a consumer
run self-help group for persons with
mental illness, holds peer support
groups every Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon 1:30-2:15. The groups
take place at the Portland Coalition
offices at 142 High Street, Suite 501 ,
Portland. For more information, call
Cathie Long at 772-2208.
Depressive and Manic Depressive Anonymous Support and information group meets Mondays, 7 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church ,
202 Woodfords St. , Portland. For more
information, call 774-HELP.
Young Fathers Program at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
a support group for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm . Educational groups
are held on the second Tuesday of
each month. For more Information , call
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221
Transupport is a non-profit, non-se xual, social and educational peer support group for transse xuals ,
crossdressers, their families, friends
and people interested in gender issues. Meetings are held every other
Sunday at 6 pm . For more information ,
call 854-3528 or write to Transupport,
P.O. Box 17622, Portfand 04101 .
The AIDS Project , 22 Monument
Square (fifth floor), Portland, lists many
support groups around Portland for
PWAs and the fovers , caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more information,
call 774-8877

•
by Lynda Barry

Leonard

him out of the boul. ..A substitute referee

finished the fight-and Leorurd then
knocked out Shields, giving Sugar Ray 2
KOs in the same fight. Enjoy the
holi<bys: Beer i. a good part of the
good llfel

I
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Gor THE STOMAC.t\ SVT NO WA"1. SNAE
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The Preble Street Recource
Center's Silent Night Auction Dec. 7

772-3932
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail...
But now all Gold and Diamonds are 25% om
• Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
i

••

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 11 - 3
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5:30, Sat. 9 - 4
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath • 185 Water Street, Augusta

uWe buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

neamarkets

gigs

MRS.SPENGE SAID TCLl. ·THL; SToR~
\..1K'e YOU AR.E THE fooD VSING CoN~TS ANOCOMPA~lsoNS."AS t

fNTER. 'UtE SMA!.\. lNreSTlNE I Gff
S~veEZEP B~ MUS(LES.1TS DARK ~NO
ntE~ WA\..I.S LOOK LIKe SL.\Io\El:I ct<.uSH cO
V~Lvn TIW~S PIINtR.EAS ;Tl.ltCe' ON
ME't-l~·L.p"me ( AM D\SiNrr6~nNG.

\10\11 I.ONG wiLL TI11S1ORiV~e GD ON
FoR 20 FEEl IN AN A DVL-T MALt:••

...v.. ON TI\E DA'( OF nit: RePoR.1S THE
L.AAGe ItJ~snNt= WAS ABS1;t../T. ALSO
GASTR.IC. :rU.ICE, I DIp AliNE AND 1'coPLE
LllSeo IT. 1 GoT AN A, I BELIEVE IN
GOD THe FAlitliR ALM16HTlj tR.E:Arof'L
OF I\~Av~N AND E'Altn,t

home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instrument~
notices
person to person
recreation
lide board

roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

deadline: noon Monday
use coupon below
or call Mark_ Kelleher at 775-6601
IZ services
roomma es
'(')';9,11131 ~fjl it; ,ta ,1101

OIIE FBULE non-5lT1okelS wanted
to share cozy home. Minutes to
Wiilard Beach, S Portland .
Fireplace, wId, storage. large
BR $260, plus third utilities. No
ferrets or cats. Call 767-6334.
OlE FEMAI.£ roommate nonsmoker for sunny spacious 3-8R
apt. HW Floors, waterviewfrom
balcony, Eastern Prom . $200 per
mon1lt includes heat Avail Jan 1.
RESPOIIS.LE roommate wanted
to share 3-BR apt, large and
spacious, HW flrs, avail. through
12-15. Please call 87H537.
FEMAI.£ IIOII·SMOKER, quiet,
chern-free, wanted to share oozy 2BA apt. w125 yr old on West 5t.
$287 per month plus utils and
deposit. Heat and hot water inc.
Avail Jan. 2, 761-9547.
......aTE to shall! I1town house
wi1lt professional "'-I. Your space:
Skylit third floor. Our space:
Large House with lauodry, parkilg,
many amenities. Non-smoker
oreferred. $300 piuss. Call David
773-9733.
II(SPOIISIIlE roomate wanted
10 live in off-beat household.
Spacious and sunny 3rd fl. Apt.
own rODm, lois of privacy. $165
plus utis and secuirity. please call
871-1537
GM ROOMMATE wanted for
newly renovated apt. in
Westbrook. Included HW fir,
carpet, parking, hea~ storage and
yard . Nice neighborhood, 5245
plus 113 utils. Call 854-0303 4·
lOpm weekda')'Sorweek2nds.
IIIIIIMlTE I&IIEII immediately
(mil) Munjoy Hil3rd ft , $195 pius
$1.95 sec. HW firs, wid in
basement, heat inc, waterview,
porch, smokers, l-yr lease. Call
judy at 761-7924
MIF roommate wanted to share
large 2-br, 1st fl . apt. in quiet
bldg. on State St. near water.
Sunny, HfW flrs, your own private
LR. 5295 heated, 774-0666 after
5PM
ROOMMATE TO SIIlIIE intown
house w~h professional M. Your
space: skylit 3rd /loor. Our space:
large house wi1lt laundry, parking,
many amenities, non-smoicer
preferred. $300 plus. call David
773-9733.
A ROIIIMATE FOR T1IE . .
MIF. Large, quiet 2-br in West
End. Considerate, chem-free, no
smoking, no pets, the rilst is
negotiable. S280 plus. CaN 773-

2.f1llCES AYlUlLE in group
home of recent graduates. $160
per mo. plus cheap utils. Walking
distance to Old Port. Call 7724583
SC_0II0 2-br townhouse, 1.5
bath, WfW, WD hookup, storage,
parking, very quiet, 5 miles from
Portland, off Rt 1, $290 per mo.
plus haH utils. 883-5870
FAlMOUTH PIllE responsible
professional female wanted to
share spacious house wi1lt ocean
views, deck, backyard, much
storage and privacy. 781-<1931.
IIESPOIISRE yst fun-loving MIF
non-smoker wanted to share
spacious, sunny 3-BR off East
Prom, waterviews, $207 per plus
utils and deposit. 874-0503.
YEGETAIIIII, tHEM-FREE
roommate to share large, spacious
2-BR apt. Parking, cats OK, avail.
Jan. 1, $200 plus, call David at
761-1)362.
HOUSEMATE wanted Jan. 1 to
share roomy 4-BR in N. Deering
with 3 others. Seeking
cooperative, intelligent, sincere
person v.i1lt agood sense 01 humor.
Renls cheap. Call 878.a356.
MIF IIOOMMlTE wanted to share
large 2-BR apt. in Biddeford .
$275 inc. all. I am DWM 34,
professional, easy going. No drugs.
283-2430, leave message.
2 WOMU lOOln", for a 3rd
housemate. Great house and
backyard in S. Portland, chemfree, supportive, honest, $266
plus, call 799-5669

IEWlY IEIOVATED one and two
bedroom apls. from $400 per
month, call the Portland
Management Co. at 774-6363
APARTMEIT
liEnAl
Specialists! Apls, houses, condos.
Many listings available. Owners
listings welcome, open 7 days.
Gilman Sl 2-BR, clean, on buslioe,
some furnishings, $435 pius. 7676106 or 775-2066.
WESTIHOOK 2-BR carpeted,
modem appliances, sunny and
spacious, off-street parking, on
bus line, $495 pius Utilities. Ready
now! Call 865-4616
I.IIOIIIUIII sunny, clean one and
two BR apts. Wall to wall
carpeting, laundry, parking .
Sorry, no pets. $450-495 per
mon1lt, 799-9265.
lICE remodeled 3-BR apt.
Convenient location, $550 plus
utilities 772-7080

of the back cove, off-street
parking , $395 plus security and
references. Call 774-6986
TASTEFULLY IlEIOVAltD large
3-BR first floor, off-street
parking with WID hookup. $600
per mo plus utils. Sec. dep . and
refs, no pets, West End, 52
Spruce St, Portland . Call now,
879-7120
IIEwt Y RENOVATED chic and
very cool, 2-BR, $550 plus, Merrill
St, Portland, call 773-3514 or
774-6048
LIVE AT 001, ocean view from
beautiful ' 2-BR apt. steps to
beach, fully fumished, $430 inc.
all, avail . till June, no pets. Call
775.()9()9 eves.
lIiCE 3-811 widows walk, oil heat,
Peaks Island. $500 plus, 7664761 , ask for Glenn.

musIc

leave message.

...- ..............

related
studio space for rent.

HOUSElEEPIIUI
I am a
hardworking person able to clean
weekly or bi-weekly. I also do
services just by the job. I am
thorough, reliable and have
reasonable rates . Good
references. Call Usa at 774-9338
CLEAIIIIIIG SEIIYICE you can
trust. Regular basis or special
occasion, insured and bonded. Call
NeighboillOod Grime Watch, 7973647 .
COM P U TE R Assistance :
spreadsheet, data base and design
applications for small business;
develop report formats, set-up
customer lists, design logos and
marketing materials, call Tom at
Computer Designs: 871-1430.
QUALITY Home Improvement
Kitchens, baths, floors, rools,win·
dows, painting, wallpapering, tile,
ete. Quality work, reasonable rates
and immedially available Call today
for a free estimate. 854-3163.
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHEII
specializing in uniquely personalized
session work. Individual or group.
Adults, children or animals, formal
or casual. Your home or my studio
or anywhere. 81aclc and white or
color. Package offers available.
Very reasonable rates. Call Rick at
77 4-4732.
OJ FOR HIRE Contemporary
music, classic rock & roll,
reasonable rates. Call 767 -1252,

<;u~

SKI EOUIPMENI

799-7890.

PEAlS ISLlID winter rental, 3
bdrm . cottage, view, woodstove,
quiet. $450 plus. Year Round
rental· 3iliUS bdrm., oil hea~ close
to school and village. $600 plus.
Ralph Ashmore Realty 772-6992.
PElIIS IIllIII fully furnished
Victorian cottage. Winter rental,
great view 01 Portland, 4 minutes
to ferry. 2-BA plus study,
woodstove. Great opportunity to
experience islMtd Iivilg. 766-2385

muslca
ll1l1u~ hUail@
CUSTOM BULT electric guitar.
Chandler neck and body, jjack v.ith
black hardware. Floyd Rose,
Duncan Hum/lUcker, and two
Dimarzios . $500 or best offer,
772{)208. 1019

LONDON'S PLACE IN THE SUN

Stained Glass Creations
A Holiday Showcase of
uniquely crafted gift items
browsers welcome· open daily 10-5
Dec. 4th thru 22nd

WElT EIID The William Kilby
Block VICtorian rO'Mlouse condos.
All prices reduced 20%-30%. Unit
27-3 was $86900 now$699O(). 272 was 5102900 now $79900. 31 -2
was 189900 now 149900. Call
owner today at 774-0953.

thri~
775·5117

.q.. Professional Image

CASCO BAY
SERVICES

142 High St., Portland· 774-2174

Increased Sales

CaU for free co nsultation.
l\f..rtell Sales Co.
797-8452

Residential and
commercial
Cleaning Qnd
maintenance
Pmnting, e/ec-

HAIL MARY
TYPING

trim/, and

SIIIlTll, Ul.11CS, The Dead,
we've catered them. Now we're
available to cater for you! Call
Bellybusters Catering and join the
most prestigious tist of clients in
New England. 934-{)822.

Get your company noticedl
-<>- Showcase Products or Services
.0}

catering

announces

Classified ads must be paid for In advance, We accept cash. personal checks,
money orders. VISA and MASTERCARD,
Consu~ the RATESln the coupon to determine the cost of your ad, FOUND ~ems are
listedfreeasapubllcservice, DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising Is Monday
st 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edttlon. Ads received aftar the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBW will
not print ads that He\( to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads wHh
purely sexual contant. CBW will not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide a Post OffICe Box number In
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate
Information In AD FORM), All Information
pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON advertisers Is kept stlictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize •
refuse or ed~ ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of
omissions In, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which ' it may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundable.

THE If:ST CHRISTMAS you can
give your family is a new home.
When you make a $500 deposit on
your new home between now and
Christmas 1989 ShO"M:aSe Homes
v.ill match your deposit and issue
you a gift certificate for 1Ite total
$1000 to put under your tree.
Tum your rent money into an
investmeflt in a real home of your
own for as little as $15 a day,
anywhere in Maine. Model homes
open at TUrner Plaza, Turner, At
302, Naples. For more infonnation
call toll-free 1-800-344-6552.
Sho'M:aSe Homes Inc, Tumer, ME.

10 1I0lSEILSE WAY to $500 a
day! Send $1 and SASE to LA
Associates, PO Box 1009,
Brunsv.ick, ME, 040 11
A WOMllS TOUCII; Painting and
wallpapering. No job is too big or
too small. Residential or
commercial, excellent references.
10% discount with 1Itis ad . Call
761-<1270.
SVMS PflDDUCTIOI and Editing
Services-Video portfolios, live
performances, promo tapes. Call
775-0514,
Port
Star
Productions, also offering editing
Internships
COlLEGE STUDEIIT with truck
available to do odd jobs and mcNing.
Very handy and can fix most
anything. Excellent references, call
anytime, night or day, 774-2159,

NDUSECLEUIIG SERVICES
Just this week or long term, treal
MERRY CIIIISTMlS! Give a gift yourself! Call Candice at 688of intro. piano lessons for one 2218. Please leave message ~ I'm
mon1It. WI come to slJdent; home. notin.
~. . . . . . ."""... Basic fee $50. Call Sandy at 772FIIISM CARPENTRY and
,a.;;:I.iIy,;lii&,IWoI~~6,;,~ 5636, leave message please.
cabinets. Remodeling, kitchens,
baths, interiors, decks, and
Ali ",,"IS'II'SJ:'J1£s
additions . Free estimates
Arts
references available . Call Leo
Algeo, 688-2229.
LESSONS IOO"KEEPING ,accounting, and
tax preparalion for buSinesses and
Openlnl new Meaindividuals. High caHber work, 16
t"".,..nsc",pnons
year.; experience, reasonable rates.
open-sJMCe studios.
t"bc~
soloinG
SM Accounting Services, 797- leave message.
From $ 150. per month
slc;bt"..,nbioc;
FACIALS: Organic aloe vera
4510
which Includes heat,
.so1lC1Wl\!t1~
products. Face scrub, mask, herbal
wAter, Upts, etc.
n2-0208
steam, blackhead-whitehead, and
LARGE
SELECTIOII
OF
MaIDtAIned, locked bulldln&.
excess oi removal Dius a foot mas:rm
WElnBEl\4El\
USED
Convenient Ioc.adon.
sage. Enjat a thoroogdydean faa!.
kendnl FAST.
tIIIOUITJC MUSIC Studio :
Joni at 773{)463
Voice, piano, ~d keyboard lessons.
CAll
Suzuki piano, children and adults.
now for &11 qpolntment
Adult beginners and re-starters
gleefully encour-aged! 773-8250

......

"'loAiiioloii~~

liX'l!ftf.

17~2,

POIlU.. 2·BR apt, nice views

for rent. office

1(·"iQilKl

CLASSIFIED POUCY

.-

Congress Street,

index
animals
antiques
auctIOns
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportun~ies
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire

2'

ALL YOUR

plumbing also.

,..tWel ."l IIo"lel

''''·'049

** Technic
Rnumu
.. Reports
** Manuscripts
Transcriptions
TYPING NEEDS!
PROMPT, EFFICIENT

774-5410

coupon
Please read
the

caw

CI.alned
Poley before
completelng his

form. Write legibly
or type, and u..
additional papar
if n""essary.

tf you derive regu lar income

from the subjects(.) at your
Cl ....ified Ada(oI please
use the business rate.
And thank you for
choosi ng Casco Bay Weekly

Alt charges a.. pat' weak
Individual Business
$5_00
$7.00
Up to 30 words
7_00
9.00
31-45 words
46-60 words
9-110
11.00
.15
,2t
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service
3.00
5.00

MESSAGE: _____________________________________________

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
Not for publication: We need the following information

10 print your ad. Hwill be held in strict confidence.
NAME ______________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________
CITY _____________________________
STATE _______ ZIP CODE _ _ _ _ ___
DAYnMEPHONE ________________________
PAYMEN1:

PREFERRED CATEGORY: ___________________
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT ____ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

Check

Money Order _____

Mastercard _____

TOTAL WORDS: ______
Cred~Crud#

Visa _____

___________________________

+----+--------

=-------x ________

____________________________________ :_--_-_-_-_-_- _____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ______ 1

.>
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bod & soul
THERAPEUTIC massage
Remember how to relax. Charlene
le!enar, certified massage
therapist, member AMTA.
Thinking about gift-giving? Giftcertificate special! Holidays
stressful? Put yourself on your
list! By appointment, 854-3943.
MASSAGE a combination of
therapeutic massage modalities,
using a variety of oils and
ointments. Gift Certificates
available. linden Thigpen,
Certified Massage Therapist, New
Images, 142 High St, across from
the Sonesta. By appointment.
775-4010.
GIFTS OF LOVE for children and
seekers of all ages. Find carefully
selected books, toys, calendars,
oils, Chine$e temple bells and
reflex balls, T-shirts, cards,
dreidles, all at Maybe
Someday ... 195 Congress St
between levinskys and Whole
Grocer, 773-3257, 10-6 daily,
O.S.!
DRAWING: Learning to See.
Classes begin Jan. 8& 10, Mon.
eves. or Wed. eves. 5:30-a:30 pm,
10 week session . Tuition : $250.
Write: K. Boldt, 19 Birch Knolls,
Cape Elizabeth, Maine, 04107 or
call 799-5728.
WOMENS WEEKLY support
group dealing wilh inner-child,
ACOA, abuse issues, relationships,
wholistic wellness and selfempowerment-$20 per session.
Facillitates by Doris Bell, RNC.
Individual sessions by appointment
Call 883-4570.
INTE GR ATlV E rebi rthing .
Rebirthing is a powerful yet gentle
breathing process which assists "
you in integrating difficult feelings
and emotions. In day to day living,
stress and suppressed emotions
lead to constricted breathing .
During the process of rebirthing,
freer and fuller breathing helps to
release old traumas and increase
the flow of life in your body.
Rebirthing results in increased
relaxation, alivness, and a new level
of self-acceptance. Call Edna for
more info at 773-2694.
IMPERATIVES OF THE HEART,
authenticity and vocation .
Weekend workshop Jan. 20-21,
1990, for information call Dwinell
and Hall, 799-1024.
ROLFING relieves stress ,
improves posture. Give yourself a
lift with down to earth body worK
Information or free consultation call
774-3175 or check the yellow
pages under 'Rolling'. An approach
toward the whole human body.
MASSAGE FOR WOMEN Seeking
new clients for massage directed
to thier personal needs. Feel great
this winter andlor treat someone
to that same great feeling with a
holiday gift certificate . Carolyn
Fowle-Rogers,lPN.797'()514.
SHIATSU I am opening a practice
of Wholistic Healing to even tually
include a variety of approaches,
Le., crystal layouts, smudging,
scents, colors, invocations and
ceremonies to enhance
communication with the Divine.
Keith Hintz, 774-3013.
MENS JOURNAL WORKSHOP
with Alfreds DePew. For
beginners and those who want to
expand their journals. To explore
such issues as fathers, mentors,
spirituality, competition, sex, and
purpose. Every other Monday, H)
PM, begins Jan 8, six sessions,
$100 call 775-3708. Leave
message.
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REIKI HEALING: let this
Japanese energy balancing
technique relieve your holiday
stress and pain, leaving you
mentally clear, renewed, revitalized
and feeling great. Call Kristen
Erico, 2nd degree Practitioner,
773-1346.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGERemember how to relax. Charlene
Telenar, certified massage
therapist, member AMTA.
Thinking about gift-giving? Gift
Certificate special I Holidays
stressful? Put yourself on your
list! By appointment, 854-3943.
METAPHYSICAl Readings from a
spiritual perspeclive offer insight
and practical application regarding
your current energy field, life
lessons, past lives, personal
symbols and archtypes. Tarot
readings also avail-able, call Regina
at 729-0241.
SElF HYPNOSIS to stop
smoking, control weight, stress,
fears, insomnia, pain. Enhance
creativity, concentration, etc.
Greater Portland house-calls
available. For free brochure call
772-2442. Eliott Cherry, R. Hy.,
Certified Hypnotherapist.
WHOLE FOODS cooking classes
for folks in transition to a
vegetarian eating style. Three
sessions: Jan 18, 25, Feb I, fOamnoon, $55. Call 774-8889 for
more info or to register.
CASCO BAY MONTESSORI
School, 440 Ocean St, rt 77, S.
Portland, 04106, 799-2400.
Holiday Arts and Crafts Program,
Dec. 4-20, Mon-fri, 3PM-5:30PM.
Class size limited, ages 3-7 .
Children are invited to come and
visit our school this holiday season.
Drop in arrangemenls are available
with prior notice. We are currently
planning for our 1990 After School
Art and Nature Program and hope
to offer this orientation
opportunity for our new students.
New prOQram startina Jan. 2.

HEALING LOSS
TRANSITION
•

n

d

For individuals expiriencing
the need to release the natural feelings resultinp from
life's losses. TeaChlngS
Personal sharing - A sa je
place to do healing.
Weekly, Wed. 7:30-9:00pm
Beglnnin~ Jan.l0 for
10 weeks. 225, weekly
payments accepted .

Jacob Watson, M_A_

870-8656
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GROWING UP DIVORCED
Counseling group for kids
whose families are
separated/divorced. Kids
share their feelings and
experiences in a supportive
confidential f,rou p
,
AT: COAS AL
COUNSELING ASS,
535 Ocean Ave., Portland
Tuesdays, starting Jan. 9,
8 weeks
5-8 yr. olds 4:15-5:15
9-14 yr. olds 5:30-6:30
Jeanne Peterman, M.Ed,

846-9863
Adele Brainard, LMSW

846-0889

.. . . . .

RICKGILDE
is pleased to welcome

CAROL MCLEOD
as an associate in his
massage therapy office.
--.()-- -

THIRD
DECEMBER SPECIAL
For each MASSAGE you purchase,
you will receive a gift certificate for
another massage of equal length.
Please call for an appointment.

10 Exchange Slree~ Number 2ll, Portland, ME 04101
(207) 761-3931

~
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

NICE CHRISTMAS GIFT! New
England Health and Racquet
membership. $110 for 4-month or
S30 per month. Call after $7,
883-7080.
NEUROCYCLING puts standard
hypnosis in the Dark Ages. This is
no stage show or New-Age fad. Its
real and it works! Turn negative
thoughts into personal power. Quit
smoking to Self-healing. For more
info and a complete listing of sellhypnosis tapes send $1
(refundable) to Ron Todd CHT, 12
Union st. Auburn, ME 04210.
A HEALTHFUL GIFT that
lasts ...yoga classes at the Yoga
Center, Building lA, Thompsons
Point, Portland. la-week winter
session begins Jan 8th, free class
Sunday, Jan 7, 1:~3PM Call 7994449
NATIVE AMERICAN with life-long
experience offers private lessons in
traditional Abenaki basket
weaving. Authentic wooden block
forms used to create barrel,
sewing, wo rk, etc, baskets in
native designs. Weekly 2-hr
sessions, $20. Information: 8463208
WANTED; 65 people to lose up to
30lbs in 30 days for under $100.
Or. Recomended, 100%
guaranteed, call Mon-Fri lOam to
6pm, 774-8784
SHtATS U is the Japanese
refinement of acupuncture . It is
based wholly on the Chinese system
of healing which is over 2000 years
old . A treatment is composed of
pressure on particular
combinations of pressure points
and gentle body manipulations
which activate the clearing of the
body's meridians or channels of
fundamental vital energy .
Acupuncture is excellent for acute
or chronic conditions. Shiatsu is
excellent for tuning up and
maintaining ones well-being and
health. It is more a treatment than
amassage yet massage techniques
are employed. Shiatsu offers one
the knowledge of self-healing
through direct energetic
experience . Call Ann Foster
(ITabbutt, Practitioner" Regency
Health Club, 774-4200
WOMEN: Does being in lovg mean
being in pain? learn how to change
dysfunctional relationship
patterns. Therapy group now
forming based on 'Women Who
Love Too Much'. For more
information, call 871-9256.

HEALTHY, spiritually centered
SWF late 20s who enjoys taking
risks is interested in meeting SWM
who has a pooitive outlook on ~fe, a
sense of humor, and enjoys trying
SWM 30 whose .quiet side likes candlelit_new things. CBW Box 542.
dinners, fireside rendezvous, and read~
LOOKING FOR A TAll MAN who
and whose untamed side likes downhill doesn't need amom and who is OYer
skiing.. racquetball, and doing industrial
his ex-wife and whose kids will
hip-hop. If you can go slow and keep up,
share him with attractive brunette.
write CBW Box 536
I am warm, loving, interesting and
ONE WOMAN MAN seeks one man ATTRACTIVE GWM 26, sincere, ready to work on a relationship that
woman. DWM 34, emotionally and honest, sharing, enjoys ocean, doesn't include any of the
financially secure, humorous, travel, fun, and good times, annoyances listed above. Picture
sincere, responsible, caring. Enjoys fitness and. getting Into please? CBW Box 544.
the outdoors, the simple things in shape...seeks a Sincere, honest and SWF ATTRACTIVE brunette 33
life, going out, hanging out at true person for fnendshlp or funloving professional, interesteed
home. Dislikes pickup bars, drugs, whatever works out. Please reply in skiing, gardening, cooking,
heavymetal. "you think we may be soon-what do you have to lose? movies, romantic dinners, music,
compatable, and would like to TIme is fleeting, don't miss out on dancing seeks SWM 30-40 to share
develop a relationship, write this experience. Reply NOW! CBW similar interests . Photo
including phone and picture if WM 35 profeSSIOnal, attractive, appreciated . CBW Box 545.
available. CBW Box 552
seeks female interested in joining FROM MILD to WILD We have
BRAINY BEAUTY 25 last seen me for some occasional mid-week the girl for you. To meet hot new
wearingbluejeansand~ingabig skiing in Maine or NH. No friends , call 1-8oo-451-DATE.
beast seeks tall blonde guy for expectations, just some goos ladies, ask about our special offerl
bird-hunting and business of life. sf<iing, clean fun and companionship. ARE YOU LOOKING for someone
CBW Box 553
What do you have to lose? PO Box . special to love and share deepest
ONCE AND FUTURE BOY SCOUT 1734, Windham, ME, 04062
feelings with? Do you want the
seeks excommunicated Gi~-Scout OUTGOING SWF 28 who gets the trust and mutual caring of a
to reliJe summer camp. Make mean greatest pleasure out of the simple com mi ted ,
monogam us
Eagle Scoul Reply in 50 words or things in I~e seeks a professional, relationship? Are you willing to
less: How to start a fire without a non-smoking SWM 26-35 for fun, take risks to change and grow? Do
match. CBW Box 560.
laughter, and adventure. If you are you enjoy cuddling, backrubs,
AmNTION lADES One time only positive, fun-loving, consider romance, laughter, and the
offer! SWM 34 with old fashioned laughter a must and prefer the outdoors? Are you looking for
values places highest priority on road less-travelled, I'd love to hear serious moments intermixed with
family, friends, trust, honesty, from you. Phone number and photo, fun times? "so please write to
play and hard work. Blonde, blue, if you please. CBW Box 557
tthis sensitive, hohonest, sensual
athletic, 5-6, 155,lovesall outdoor SWM 31 6' 185, seeks bright, SWM, 25, I'm the one for you!
activiUes, plans to ski often this articulate S/DWF of all interests CBW Box 547 .
winter Seeks petite, honest, for dating and friendship with DWF Trim, Tall Attractive 59 yr.
sensous, mature woman 28-40 for possibility for serious relationship old western Maine blond seeks tall,
enduring relationship. If you value CBW Box 566
honest genUeman around same age.
the same ideas and seek a SWM 34, good-looking, athletic Love Mountains, Ocean, writing,
companion who is sensous, Wlth beard and mustache. Seeks dining out, music dancing, warm
intelligent, patient, affectionate, female 25-45 for quality, not winter vacation - AM warm
fun and loyal, write CBW Box 562 quantity, good times, as I enjoy caring, loyal sincere, , a smoker WHAT A DEAL! For only the cost time by myself. Lets get together own my own home and lakeside Jog
of an ordinary postage stamp and explore the possibilities. When cabinn. SeIf-supporting.CBW box
(.25) you could get a date with this you have someone special to look 548 .
fun, athletic, mid-twenties male. forward to you just feel good all
You must be female (main over. I need that feeling again .
requirement) . Limited offer, Send phone number and pertinent
l
respond
info. CBWBox567
CBW
Boxnow
563 Photo appreciated . BiWF
20 who loves vegetarian _ _ _ •• ~ _______ _

LETS PARTY! Two young
Imdsomeprrjession<imenseekore
or m e foxes for winter retreats .
R ember, none of us are on this
time, just a good
E for
Box 171, DTS, Portland,
112
INTElLIGENT PROFESSIONAL
attractive fun-loving DWF early
thirties seeks gijnUeman ~5-55
with like qualities for dining out,
concerts, sleigh rides and
adventure. lets start the New
AUDITIONS for one female part, Year together! Write me about
amateur production of Neil Simons yourself and include your phone
'Star Spangled Girl' for Feb . number please. CBW Box 564
Auditions 12-17, Windjammer MWM 30 seeks adventuresome
Productions, 773-0218
MWF who is looking for fun. Wo~d
PORT STAR PRODUCTIONS is you like to have a discreet intimate
currently casting for Shakespeares affair? We can add a little
'Cymbaline', call for appointment
excitement to our tives l CBW Box
775'()514
565
STOCKING STUFFER! Holidays
are here, New Years near. If this
SWM 26 workaholic could find a
1
sweet, successful-in-your-own-way
SWF in his stocking, I'd be elated:
PHOTO LAB TECHNICIAN We could ring in the New Year and
Portland School of Art needs an warm up rainy wintery nights. Kind
experienced, meticulous, motiv- heart, many interests, please write
ated person to m<r1age the schools about yourself. CBW Box 558
photo facilities . Maintain CREATIVE, professional,
eqUipment, stock and mix successfU SWM is seelting awanan
chemistry, light repair and who is not afraid of being
construction . 20 hrs/week intelligent. I enjoy reading, art,
starting, might become full time jazz, and vibrant conversation . If
Iater. Send resume, etc to John you are interested in quality time
Eide, Portland School of Art, 97 with an intelligent, caring, sensible
Spring St, Portland, ME, 04101. person then we should meet. CBW
775-3052
Box 509.
ElECTRICIAN Maine licensed only SWF 33 spirited prafes-sional,
apply. Must be personable, into adventure and growth, seeks
flexible, able to think on your feet, sensitive, intellectUal SWM 28-45
make instant decisions. Call for for hugs and potential romance . If
.,ap;.:;p""oi..;,ntm=en""t..;,79.:..7_-6..;,1..;,95_ _ _-. you're emotionally available and you
OFFICE MANAGER
love to laugh, why not share a
Small, growing consulting winter adventure with me. CBW
firm seeks organized,
Box 514.
GM, 6-3, 175, bearded, hairy, into
motivaled team player to
grow with us. Fascinating old meMes, rew music, dancilg, sea
work. Great people.
breeze, moonlight, good food. I'm
Experience running a small seeking other GM 25-40 with
office a plus. Good
similar interests. 1990 could be the
interpersonal and
year! Send phone number and photo
communications skills
to get first response . PO Box
essential. Some typing,
16101 . Falmouth..04105.
phones, bookkeeping, PC.
SWM 31 6-2, 165, attractive,
Flexible part-time expected
non-smoker, non-drinker.
to grow to full-time, Salary Adventurous, sensitive, great
negotiable. Send resume to: sense of humor. Cop. Enjoy
outdoors, movies, underwater
barbe-cues, living. Would like to
meet slim SF 21-31 for friendship
or possibly long relationship. Photo
and phone please. CBW Box 521.
AlAN R. CARON
HELLO. Interested in making
ASSOCIATES
friends and more. Single nice man,
1 Portland Pier
thirty, honest, sincere, growing,
Portland, MaiDe 04101
respectful, able to be self-reliant,
varied interests, in-doorsoutdoors. Seeking woman of similar
ARTIST NEEDS SPACE to rent
vein. I have mu:h to qive,lWUld YI¥J
for schoof bus-studio/camper in
lik~ io share with me? CBW Box
or near Portland, call Mark 773522.
1988
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GWF 30 ATTRACTIVE, funloving
pagan. Spiritual-personal growth
oriented. Caring, honest,
sensitive, loves the ocean, dancing,
dining out, movies, sports. looking
for woman with similar interests
for friendship/romance. CBW Box
529.
SEEKING slightly zany, attractive,
fit, fun loving woman who is
romantic, down to earth and has
the usual human foibles. Shall we
dance the night away, hit the slopes
or just talk heart-to-heart?
Grandmothers rec-ommend me
highly! This OW prof. male awaits
your photo and phone. CBW Box
531
ALL RIGHT, try this, millionare,
Tall (5'7"), dark, handsome,
wicked romantic, athletic, sexy,
and cool. Searchesforyouallone!
Write Now! No photo necessary. (
Slender outdoorsy women aroun 30
receive a free Jeep Cherokee)
CBW Box 551
GWM " 200, clean shaven, goodlooking, would like to meet same,
muscular, dominant type to play
husband role. CBW Box 540.
SWF 39 seeks equally honest, kind,
spiritual, intelligent, humorous,
affectionate man who is healthy,
physically active and non-smoker to
share dabbling in both country and
city activities, who is never bored,
loves the challenges of life and
wants a serious relationship. CBW
Box 541 .
MWF desperately seeking anyone
interested in developing a true and
lasting friendship. Someone to
share your joy and your sadness.
Someone who wil aJways tisten and
appreciate your existence. PO Box
2683, S Portland, 04106.
SF ATTRACTIVE 3Osh, slim, seeks
S Black male 32-42 non-militalY for
sharing conversation to jazz clubs
in Boston. Must be cuddleable and
at least 6ft tall Phone number
appreCiated . PO Bx 49, DTS,
Portland, 04112
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cuisine and laughing hard, searching
for emo!ionally ar.d physically
healthy intellectual BiWF 19-26 for
sharing intimate secrets ,
friendship most important. CBW
Box 568
A KNIGHT ... excellent, loyal,
"The Dating Service That Cares"
true...and Black, seeks alady that
You've seen me on Donahue al,d U.S.A. Today..
is excellent, loyal, true .. .and
As the oldest dating service in !\J.E., we have
comely, intelligent, not comatos.,
introduced thousands of singles with caring
athletic, but not exceedingly so.
concern and affordable rates. \X'hy not you?
Socially as well as physically al\Qke,
We 're not just another
M'"--':~~-O:---'
21-28 (years, that is) and under
dating service .
180lbs for social and personal
enlightenment. In the walkable
We're Compatibles.
Portland area, if you please. Do
Call for a free
include phone number, photo
consultation.
umecessary. CBW Box 569
767-1366
FRANKlY, I'M TIRED of the
Portland
aftertaste of shallow, massproduced spirits I've sampled over
783-1500
the years . My thirst yearns to be
Auburn
quenched by amore unique vintage;
full in body, bright, sparkling,
Always imitated but never equaled.
pleasing to the eye, light in
sediment. I'm SWM 33
poeVmusician looking for a spirit
• EX C L U S 1 V E.
thatlives up to the promise on the BERLIN TEE SH IRT
Heavy-duty 100%
label-SIDWF who values honesty,
Hanes Beefy T
fine arts, good music, good
High Impact
conversation, zany repartee and
6 Color design
dancing till your feet fall off. Are
you ready for the challenge? If so
please write and include phone and
(s&h inc)
photo. Skoal! CBW Box 570
COLLEGE AGE SWF looking to
CODE 101
further her education, maybe a
Phone orders call
Masters Degree in love and
800-854-5050 (ME)
relationships, with a concentration
in spontaneous fun . Any together
879-5370 (Portland)
professors interested in a new
or mail to:
student? CBW Box 571
FREEDOM GRAFICS
GREAT SWM wants to meet ever
50 Market St I-A
elusive great SWF. I'm early
Suite 324
thirties, well-educated profNO WAL L
S_PortIand,ME
essional, musically gifted and very
optimistic about life in general. As
J:> L ~ LIN
04106
the hofidays draw near, wouldn't it -NOVI::MI:II::R 9, t989- VISA/MC
be nice to spend them with a ~~~~~~~~~
You must include code 101
lovable, romantic man? I'm ready
for friendship that could lead to a
promising relaUonship. Are you
NOTICE
attractive, educated , and
funloving? If you are, please send
Please take n",ice that Maine Turnpike AuthoriIy
phone and photo~f you have one430 Riverside Street, Ponland, ME 04103
is flling for a permit with the Deparunent of Environmental
with your letter to CBW Box 477
Protection to nuke alterations under the Natural Resources
HELP ME SWM 25,1 want to share
Protection Act .
my spare time with a rabbit who
looks like a fox. looking for a The proposed project, reloating the Turnpike south bound
offramp to 1-195, is tocated on the Maine Turnpike at
\WrnaJ11'.i10 is s-a, so \\I1en she puis
Jnterchange 5. The existing southbound offramp will be
on 3' heels I still will be an inch
closed and a new one lane offramp and deceteration lane
taller when we go out to cut the
constructed on a new aligrunent immediately nonh of the
existing southbound onramp, at the following address,
rug. CBW Box 524.
Maine Turnpike Interchange 5
LONELY DWM late 30s wuld like
MM34 Sacol Maine
to meet down-to-earth woman 35The appliC2tion will be filed for public inspection at the
45 who is caring, honest, romantic.
Department's Office in Augusta. and at me municipal offices
Looks not important, tired of being
on December 11 , 1989.
lonely. CBW Box 523
ARE THERE ANY fun, happy,
Written comments and/or a request for a public hearing
single guys left out there? This
from an interested person must be sent to the Department
of Environmental Protection. State House Station '17,
happy, attract-ive, funloving SWF
Augusta, Mame, 04333, within 14 days of filing the
37 woold love to meet you. CBW
appl k ation to receive consideration. A public hearing may
Box 525
or may not be held at the discretion of the Commissioner

$14.95

or Board of Environmental Proteaion.

ERIIIEI!OOK'SComeekandMaIfys
fans, .... lynda Barry has created
a t-shirt just for Marlys. Show
your friends where you went this
summer "visit Marlys' World and
UnIVerse • Galaxy". Shirts are
100% cotlon wllh black ink. In
adult SM, MED, LG and XlG sizes.
Send check or money order for
$12.95 to: Greylag, P.O . Box
99093-CB, Seattle,.WA .981990093. Get on our mailing list too....
11 FT. snuo Suncraft
inbd/outbd Votvo Penta. 4 cyl,
twin carn, solid boat, needs minor
work. $1000 firm Call 883-1473
between loam kl8pm
QUEEN SIZE waterbed with
mirrored headboardlbookcase. Six
drawers in base. Complete with
heater, mattress, padded frame.
$350 or best offer. 846-9583
REFRIGERATOR 13 cubic ft.
almond Kelvinator, 9 years old,
clean and in good shape except for
freezer door problem, good second
or camp refrigerator. $50, please
call 774-5910 days.
SOLOFLEX weight machine.
Includes leg- and fIy-machine. The
total at home workout. Its been
used but not abused. Askilg $900,
leave message at 7992119.
OKIIATA Microline 393 printer,
top of the line. Software, extra
fonts, and ribbons. Cost $1400,
tested but never used, $850. Call
846-3397 .
ORIENTAL RUG Authentic, new,
beautiful hand-wCNen Kashmir rug.
Pure woof. 6'x4', similar ones retail
for $1700, bargain priced at
$850. Must sell, 773-7988.
SONY VIIEO camcorder, 8-mm,
many extras, perfect condition,
$600 or best offer, call 725-3310
or 725-9494 eves.
ZENITH Z-100 computer with
terminal, 1 MB memory, dual port
light pen, mouse, Olympia printer:
3 graphics software programs,
word processing soft ware, IBM
compatable, $795 or B/O. 773-

MUSIC MAN guitar amp, 2channel, new tubes. 12" Celestian
speakers, greatcond,jon. $350 or
best offer call Phil at 773-5032
CLEWIicE all dolls, including
Raggedy Ann and Andy, toys, doll
clothes, gifts, yard goods, and
craft supplies. Can 774-9721ab
GIVE YOUR HOME a tropical
atmosphere with Ihis beautiful
Broyhilllivingroom set. Original
cost $1800, sacrifICe for $1000 or
best offer. 4 mos aid. 773-3525
THE ORIlIINAL 1I0TEBOOK
computer Tandy 100 w/32k word
processing, spreadsheet
database, oudiner, modem, te~
software. Daisy wheel printer
cables, ribbons, accoustic cups'
great for student or 1st compute;.
Orig. $1000 now $500 871-a964
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DOWIIHU & HOUKTRY
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1887 414 SUBARU GL coupe It.
blue, 65k, great shape. Asking
$6500, call 797 4673.
IF MOTHER TOLD YOU to stop
being shiftless, gel into gear with
this standard trans. V-6, 1981
Malibu wagon. New sticker, runs
strong, looks good. $950 shifts
ownership. 657-2454.
1887 OLD. CUTLASS CieraAlC, power windows, AM-FM
stereo, cruise, tilt, car phone
optional. 58k, excelent condition,
$5500, call 878-2748.
.1184 VW JmA 4-dr, 5-spd,
sunroof, blue cloth interior, fine
condition, askilg $3375. Cat17612595, messages returned.
1871 FORD FAIIiIIONT wagon, 4spd, 4-cyl, good transportation.
$695 or best offer. Step-up QH
trailer, good condition, $900 or
best offer. 929-6956.
1175 DODGE DART stant six, 4dr, new battery, and snow tires.
Runs great, ready for winter,
recent sticker, solid body, very
reliable transportation. Asking
$650, call Rob at 767-5700 days
or 773-0886 eves.
77 VW RABBIT diesel, impeccable
maintenance record, near mint
condition, cloth interior, 4-dr, 4spd, AM-FM cassette with
equalizer, tuggage rack, optionat
winter tires & rims, incredibly
clean. Avg 45 mpg, $1495 firm.
784-2739.

1985 JEEP CJ-7 hardtop, 6-cyI,
40k, AM-FM-cassette, center
console, summer bikini top. Looks
good, runs grea~ rust-proofed.
Must sell, no reasonable offer
refused. 871-a293. GTD
MUST SEll 1887 Ford Tempo,
low miles, air, 4-dr, auto, new
tires, new sticker, asking $5500.
Call 874-9879.
&8 MERCEDES 230, 80k, original
miles. Many new parts, just
inspected. 4-spd, 4-dr, regal,
clean, fast. Lost storage space,
must sell, best offer. 832-6925.
1884 NISSAI 300 ZX excellent
condition. 49k, 5-spd, t-tops,
loaded, white witan interior. Will
cry when I sell. $7900, 774-6489

eves.
1985 VOlVO GL wagon, loaded,
air, auto, leather seats, wine
wlbeige interior, mint. 50k, AMFM cassette, call 781-3072 or
772-2202, $9900.
1185 IMW 528-£ mint, wellmaintained, full-power, sunroof.
AC, leather, $12500 or best
offer. 627-4069.
1180 SUBARU DL 1500 sedan,
only 64k, maintenance records, 5spd. Runs oreat,little rust by the
doors but thriugh interior. A great
buy at $975. Call 353-4176 after
7PM.
1188 HONDA ACCORD OX 3-dr,
tilt, cassette, 5-spd, sunrOOf,
4Dk, blue, like new, great deal at
$8900, call 761-4608.
1985 BMW 735-1 excellent
condition, 64K, $18500. Catl 9423342.
87 TOYOTA PICK-UP 2-WD,
excellent condition, Duraliner,
Trukmate tool box, sun-roof,
remote alarm, stereo, sliding rea,
windows, step-toe bumpers, oil
changed religeously, John, 7724715
1988 HONDA ACCORD OX 3-dr
tilt, cassette, 5-spd. sunroof,
40K, blue, like new, great deal,
$8900, call 761-4608
SUBARU BRAT 1178 4-wd, fun
or good island car, inspected, runs,
new parts, $595, call 865-4616.
1983 CHRYSLER LEBARON red
4-dr auto, crUise, 3Ompg, no rust,
looks great, runs good wellmaintained, mcent sticker: $2200
or best, 846-4324 .
PAMPERED 78 SAAB 99 GL
hatchback. One owner car, wellmaintained, $1950, call 799-1578
and ask for Marsha or leave

1987 FORD BROIICO, exc. cond.,
power package, cruise control,
running boards with lights, tire
rack, AlC, 36k, $13000, 8293297 eves.
BALLROOM DANCING classes 1988ISI1ZU 11IDOPER II, 22k, 4begin Jan 3. Foxtrot, swing, waltz, dr, 5-spd, AMlfM tape, roof rack,
guaranteed fun! Call Wayne at rust-proofed, moving must sell,
$10600, call David, 729-3656.
775-1892
NEW YEARS EVE are you ready?
Three quick private or semi-private 77 FORD MAVERICK 6-cyI, royal
lessons will put you on your feet. blue, 4-dr, low mileage, $450. Call
773-5850 eves.
Call 775-1892
1184 HOIIDA CRX 5-spd blue,
AM-FM cassette stereo, alloy
1779.
wheels, Bosch fog lighls, new tires
PROFORM TREADMll running
and exhaust, excellent condition
or walking up to 9 mph. used 4
highway miles, $3000. 1-929~
The 111 of color photognphy
months, originally $1000, will
An 8 week cO/Jrse
6603, leave message.
sacrifice for $650 or B/O. 773In color slide photography.
82 VOLVO WAGON overdrive,
0749 eves,leave message.
38k, runs good, body great, asking
Evening
classes
with
READY TO FLY! Red Hawk
';4600
or best offer. Call late,
ultralight, enclosed cockpit, pushCharles Steinhacker,
774-0435.
button start, full ailerons and
noted landscape and
82 PEUGEOT 604 Turbo diesel,
flaps . On wheels, with floats .
arch~ectural photographer.
$6500 or best offer. Catamaran
Winter course begins Jan. 8 excellent condition, power
windows, sunrOOf, and locking
with new trampoline and rollerat Forevergreen Farm,
system . $7200 negotiable. 774- message.
reefing jib, $1400. 799-4305.
N. Yarmouth.
1343.
71 CUTLASS SUPREME
TEAl STEREO cabinet, perfect
Call 829-5830
1189 HONDA ACCORD 4-dr OX Brougham all power, new sticker,
condition. Purchased at New
for more information.
with only 8500 miles brand new ata mag wheels, low miles, no rust,
England Music, rectangular,
used car price. Air, pwr-steering make offer. 761-4696 or 83936x38xt8. Duat $moked glass ~ i
doors, 5 shelves, hOlds over 200
~ • _~~ ~ cruise, cassette and much more: 3041 , SUeorMke
Plus 5-vr lOOk extended warranty. 1987 SUBARU GL 40k miles, 5albums, new $3DO now $150. John
839-4576 or 829-6124.
1185 TOYOTA Corolla GTS. 5- All this for only $12,541 or best spd, am-fm, dents on one side,
LlFECYIU - ~nters coming, keep spa. air, sunroof, fun car. $4550 offer. Must sell, call Steven at otherWIse in great condition .
S2S00, call 773-7468.
or best offer.-:;'72-2919 or 773- 934-4966.
fit in the comfort of your home.
11184 HONDA CRX blue 5-spd AM- 1982 HONDA CIVIC 4-dr silver
8589.
Great Christmas gift. New,
$1650, asking $1200. Call Frank 1981 VW RABBIT 4-dr 99800 FM cassette stereo, alloy wheels sedan, 70k miles, excellent
at 775-4482 .
miles, $800. Call 761-9450 after Bosch fog-lights, new tires and' condition, $2850. 773-50f3.
exhaust. fxcellent condition 1985 WI GTI AlC, sunroof, amDIAMOND RING antique filigree 6:30.
white gold, possible engagement 01 1987 FORD F-350 I-ton truck with highway miles, no rust $3000. ~I fm, new tires, brakes, shocks,
exhaust. Sticker, runs like new,
dinner ring, $425. Catllee at 761- stake bed. Transferable life-time 929-6603,leave message.
6688 .
rust-proof warranty. 30,000 1171 DODGE ASPEI good $4500.772-7317
MilLER WELDER Rough-neck 2miles, $f 2,500, call 874-8529 M-f condition, power steering, power 1171 CHEVY PICKUP
E, with 16 HP Tecumsah engine. or 767-2187 nights or week ends. brakes, tilt steering AlC, AM-FM V-a, 70 K. New Mexico truck, runs
50ft leads, heavy-duty cart, $950 MUST SEll 1981 Pontiac Grand stereo, must sell-best offer. 773- great, must sell soon. $1500. or
or best offer. 883-3962 days or
Lemans. V-6 with: ac, ce, ps, tw, 6409 nights after 5:30 and best offer, 774oC692 or 7757926 ask for Erik.
883-6496 eves.
pb, pw, JVC stereo cassette, new weekends.
USED OFFICE FURII. folding sticker. Very clean, $f500 or best 19•• CALIFORNIA Corv-ette TOYOTA Pickup 1984 Highway
white, T-Top, telescope and tilt~ miles, well-maintained. Cap
offer. 774-6496 Or 775-5717
tables, drafting tables, Fax,
CHEVY CAVALIER 1986 4-dr, wheel. Needs interior work, good sliders, aluminum wheels,.
phones, calculator, chairs,
Intercoms, etc. 883-3962 days or auto, AMtfM, AlC, rust proof, engine. Compare around, and blue or best offer. 772-3258.
tow mileage, recent muffler, book prfce. $7000. Coli 1987 FORD ESCORT Gl
883-6496 eves.
4-dr, 5-spd, sunroof, AM-FM,
excellent condition, $4500. Call John,874-0542
USED POWER TOOLS drills
84 MERCURY LYNX excel-lent elec. side mirrors, security lock
skilsaws, table saws, grinders', 854-8246.
sanders, etc. Call 883-3962 days 1888 TOYOTA 4x2 excellent condition, 2-dr hatchback, light (hood deadbol~ fuel valve). 33000
or 883-6496 eves.
condition. f4,OOO miles, Brahma grey, 4-spd, asking $2000 please miles, excellent condition, $3900.
Call Del 766-5153 or 776-7497.
MAC SE: 1 Meg RAMI20 Meg HD Cap, slide windows, rust-proofing, call the Goodwins at 761-7003.
with standard keyboard .
AM-FM stereo, asking $7200. 1989 F-l5D XLT Lariat SUperCab 1182 SUBARU sedan-red, 4-dr,
pickup with air and loaded, 5-spd, PW, PS, PB, AC, some rust,
Upgrading to SEl30. In original
Don, 839-4567 eves. please.
carton, some shareware and
74 PlYMOUTII 2-dr hardtop S- 15k miles, bed hner, excellent 129,000 miles, $1000 or best
freeware . $2350. Call Rich at
6,. low miles, 55k, inspection shape, $10000 or best offer. 883- offer. Must sell, 865-3433.
772-4400.
sticker, body excellent inside and 3962 days or 883-6496 after 6 1!185 FORD RANGER with cap, 5speed, 4-cyf, $1650 or best offer.
SKIS- Rossignal 4M. New in 89
ou~ new battery and tires, torsion 1M
used twice. Length 203cm: bar needs welding. Best offer 1986 SERRA 1500 GMC pickup, 772-7880.
774-6571.
' pwr sterg & brks, stereo, $3500 VOLVO 1165 122 2-dr, nice
Salomon 957 bindings. 4600 value
will sell for $495, call 657 -4312. ' 1988 FORD PROBE GT Turbo . or best offer, 883-3962 days or condition, 2-litre, dual carb, 4spd, sport exhaust. $2500 or best
MACINTOSH 5121 enhanced
Loaded with every option including 883-6496 after 6 PM.
computer. Ideal for school, home or CD player, red with red interior. BUY YOURSElF a Ch ristmas offer. 637-2384.
Must sell, buying house. Call Dom present. 1972 Chevy pickup CHOICE 1184 Celebrity SIW.
business. SOOk external drive,
48500 original miles. Must sed Newly rebuilt engine, 98K, $2600.
at 774-5626 or 865-3058
turbo mouse and software. Call
82 Dodge 400 82K, $1600. Both
854-2972
1185 SUI 900-s 4-door 5- $450. 773-9728, leave message.
APPLE MAC 512-E goo d speed, sun-rOOf, air conditio~ing . 85 TOYOTA COROlU SRS red cars well-mainlained, good shape
condition, $600 or best, also MIDI AM-FM Clarion Cassette 68 K 2-drsports coupe. 5-spd, AM-FM' ~~::. and out. Make offers, 777miles, cruise control, heated seats cassette stereo, great condition
Interface for Mac or Apple II GS,
stili In box, call 879-7048, leave
all electric, fog lights. Excelleni $2200. Must sell, call eves. 642: 1987 JEE.P COMANCHE 4-cyf, 42186.
wheel dnve sport truck. Power
condition, $7900. 774-0004
~
FOR SALE, one way ticket from 77 AMC HORNET wagon, good 1984 MERCURY Grand Marquis steering, power brakes, AM-FM,
Bangor to Oakland, Cal, Dec. 20
sticker, runs well, a true classic! LS, loaded, 46k, new muffler & black, moderate highway miles,
shocks, excellent condition. $5500 never plowed, good condition .
$100. Catl 874-9076
' $350, call 883-1473.
Good deal at $6000. Call 772ElECTRIC GUITAR like new
1188 TOYOTA Tercel, 5-spd, or best offer, 773-2577.
series to, locking tremola, 5-way
7500 miles, perfect condition . SCHOOl. IIUS for sale , Ideal spare 5304 .
switch, 3 pickups, stand. Crate GWant an automatic. 879-1869 route bus, church bus or camper 1986 SUBARU, excellent
conversion . Seats 28 kids or 17 condition, AM-FM cassette,
20 amp, 60 walls, RMS, hardshell eves.
case, Strato caster style, $400
1985 BUICK RIVIERA tu II y adults, $1750. Call Mark at 774- sunroof, 38,000 miles, selling for
$3600, far below what you'd pay
firm. 773-7533
loaded, excellent condition call 5721 days or 773-3854 eves.
1985 MAZDA RX-7 GS model. on a car lot. Compare at $5000.
879-1869.
'
Immaculate finish, AC, PB, PS. 879-7037 eves.
Black with grey velour. A fun car to 1980 VW SCIROCCO 4-spd,
drive. Below book at $5975. 878- 103k, 2 new radials, runs well,
2312.
some rust. $475. 647-5028 after
6PM.
-

775-5117
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PHOTOGRAPHY
COURSE

Intelligence
quotient
Each of the symbols at right stands
for a number in a very simple division
problem. You can prove your intelligence by writing the quotient below.
Can you solve the Rea1 Puzzle? Uso,
there could bea $20 gift certificate from
Alberta' sin it for you (first prize). A$15
gift certificate from Green Mountain
Coffee Roasters awaits the second prize
winner. Contestants are ineligible to
winmore than one prize in a four-week
span and only one entry is allowed per
contestant.

All entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by noon
Wednesday, Dec. 20. The solution to
this week's Real Puzzle will appear in
the Jan. 4, 1990 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. We will not publish the week
between Christmas and New Year's
Send your best guess to:

-

Real Puzzle 'SO

Casco Bar W_klr
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

-

.......

~1

rATry r:-

-

$3500:

o 1989 United Feature Syndicate.

Solution to Real Puzzle
4
11
14

8
14

13
7
3
5

6

1
(George Orwell)
LEWIS CARROLL
(Charles Lutwidge Dodgson)
TI-lOMAS L. WILLIAMS
(Tennessee)
DAVIDBERKOWITZ
(Son of Sam)
MARIAN EVANS
(George Eliot)
MARION MORRISON
(John Wayne)
PAUL VI
(Giovanni Battista Montini)
MARK1WAIN
(Samuel LanghorneOemens)
MARGARElHA
GEERlRUlDAZELLE
(MataHari)
LAWRENCE OF ARABIA
(T.E.Shaw)

2

12
9

MS. BLACK
(ShirleyTemple)
EDSON ARANl'ES DO
NASCIMENTO
(Pele)
V . I. LENIN
(Vladimir llyich Ulyanov)
WILLIAM SYDNEY
PORTER
(0. Henry)

Steve Wiley of Portland can enjoy a
festive ~eal at Alberta's for correctly
ldentifymg the above folks and their
signatures. La Hollenkarnpfrom South
Portland can relax at Green Mountain
or pick up presents there with the second place winnings. Thankstoour Real
Puzzlepals,it'sace1ebrationyearround
for us here at the publishing mecca of
Clark Street.

.-
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ANNUAL
REPORTS!

'lou hean:l ri/lt! fro~ t10W IItilil
1)ecert\ber 2S,

Wy an A/ParhlJ Ultt

Books, Manuals, Catalogs,
Town Reports,
Brochures ..•

Certifico~ QI'}j -tor e.~ $ '2S". Db yeP
spetld ~a F~E .j s·w Ceritfa~
1« IU GOQ:{ FqJ Cafe I HcArpy ariel
Sol~t- Ho/ido.'(f :f1om

For your most demanding printing projects,
call Printex Systems tOday! OUf in-house
printing and bindery departments specialize
in finishing work such as stitching, perfect
binding, numbering, scoring, perforating
and drilling.

Z{ PI~",t ofreU
(.lnd

AL.08<rI\S

1\tE" 6DOb 6"46 105 U>rI9tell"J-/Yeet
,

.

We'll meet with you and show you sanIpks.
discuss your specific needs and deliver!
PRI;\l'rEX
"Portland's Proudest
Printers"
• Full color priming
• Raised printing
• Direc( Mail ,\latketing
,H Diamond SI.
P.O. Box 10139
Portland. 1I1aine 04104

774-1456

of Portland, Inc.
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'Give Your Family the
Gift of a Lifetime
For Only

$15
per day*

Buy Them a Showcase Home for Christmas.
• A $500 9ift certificate/deposit wi II
guarantee spring construction
• Showcase will match your $500
with an additional $500 giftagainst the cost of your home

• Call for your free homeplanning kit
.

1-800-344-6552

~/,1•
•
•
•

Building lots available statewide
Five models to choose from
Homes as low as $39,95Q
Financing and full contracting

SHOWCASE HOMES, INC.

EAVENLY SILK UNDIES

m.

For the heights of warmth and
comfort at down-to-earth
prices ... in a borealis of colors.
A wonderful gift idea from
Amaryllis!

~/~.~
AMARYlLIS

SETTING rlolE -"Cf IN .V'O"OA.Lf HOUSING

Locations: Rte. 4, Turner Plaza, Turner
Rte. 302, Naples, E. of Rte 135

Open dally 10·9
Sunday 12-6
Pwk &Ihop

~

_

.,..II1:II..

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street.
Portland, ME 04101

, 772-4439

